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Chapter 1

Introduction

Helium implanted into tungsten is of great interest both from a purely scienti�c and
from an engineering point of view.
On the scienti�c side, the behavior of helium (He) implanted into tungsten (W)

is of great interest as it displays a distinctly unexpected behavior. Although He is a
noble gas and hence is not expected to form interatomic bonds, it - when trapped in
tungsten - seems to attract other He atoms. In fact these agglomerations can grow
from a single atom to macroscopic bubbles [1]. Another interesting feature is the
growth of so called "fuzz" when W is subject to a high �ux He plasma or ion beam
for prolonged periods of time while being held at high temperatures. These coral-like
structures on the µ\mathrm{m} scale can retain more than 10 atomic% He [2, 3].
Nuclear engineers are interested in the system because it is planned to use tungsten

as inner wall material in a future magnetic con�nement nuclear fusion reactor. In
such a reactor there will be multiple sources of He. For the design process it is
therefore essential to predict the evolution of tungsten components exposed to He.
A common method to study gaseous inclusions in metals is Temperature Pro-

grammed Desorption (TPD). It is a well established experimental technique, that
measures the desorption of gases from a solid as function of temperature. Therefrom
both the binding energy of the gas atoms in the solid and the total amount of gas
desorbed from the solid can be calculated. Beginning with its inception it has been
used to study adsorbates on tungsten [4]. The �rst study using TPD on the He-in-W
system was carried out in 1965 [5], with a series of in-depth studies following in the
1970s [6, 7] using ions with implantation energies up to 5 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} [8]. The studies showed
that it requires very high temperatures (> 2000\mathrm{K}) to completely remove He once it
has been implanted into W. However, although there have been many experimental
and computational studies undertaken since then, there is still a lack of understand-
ing of the exact dynamics of He transport and retention in W. As part of this work
the current knowledge base will be used as input for a rate equation program and
the results compared with experimental TPD data.
The main goal of this thesis was to design and commission a TPD setup that is cap-

able of conducting He TPD studies. This is a challenging task due to the high temper-
atures and good vacuum required. The new setup was integrated into the Thermal
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Chapter 1 Introduction

E�usion Spectroscopy Setup (TESS), the Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik's
(IPP) material science divisions workhorse for TPD studies. The accuracy of the
setup was con�rmed by independently determining the He content of a reference
sample with Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA) prior to TPD. ERDA is an
ion beam analysis technique well suited to detect light atoms (e.g. He) in a matrix
of heavy atoms (e.g. W) [9]. The measurements were conducted using an existing
ERDA setup on the RKS beamline of the tandem accelerator facility at IPP.
With the reference measurements it was proven that all He implanted can indeed

be detected by the TPD setup. This demonstrated the unique capabilities of the
new setup.
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals

In this chapter a description of the He-in-W system is given. Furthermore, the ex-
perimental and computational techniques employed to characterize it are described.

2.1 Helium in Nuclear Fusion Research

Understanding the interaction of He with metals is an important step on the way
towards a future nuclear fusion power plant. It is currently foreseen that the �rst
reactor to have a positive net power output will use the D(3T,1n)4He reaction as
energy source. This �rst prototype power plant will be out�tted with a divertor
made of W [10]. The divertor will be subject to a high �ux of neutrals and ions from
the fusion plasma. It will also have to withstand high energy loads. At the same
time it will be subjected to 14\mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} neutron bombardment.
When examining the nuclear fusion reactor environment in detail, there are a total

of three sources of He. Firstly, the power generating reaction has 4He as one of its
products. The He is created in the plasma and impinges on the reactor vessel walls
as an ion or neutral at \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} energies and �uxes of the order of 1022\pm 1 He

m2 \mathrm{s}
[2, 11].

Its concentration is predicted to reach approx. 1 at.% in the divertor surface [12].
The second source is 3He from tritium decay. As hydrogen isotopes can di�use deep
into metals, this will act as a He source in the bulk. The energy imparted on the
3He in the 3

1H\rightarrow 3
2He+e - is negligibly small. The 3He is expected to accumulate

to concentrations of around tens to hundreds of appm [13]. A third source are \alpha -
particles produced in the bulk by the decay of radioactive elements that are created
by transmutations induced by the fusion neutrons. The \alpha -particles will initially
have energies in the \mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} range. This will make them cause additional displacement
damage to the lattice structure of the host metal. This source of He is predicted to
accumulate to approx. 1 appm [13].
The following is known about the e�ects of He on the macroscopic properties of

W: He leads to surface hardening [14]. He creates bubbles that grow - if a su�cient
amount of He is provided - until they form surface blisters that eventually burst;
or, if there are many bubbles in a layer, the sample surface delaminates [1, 15]. At
higher implantation temperatures a coral-like micro structure called "fuzz" grows
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Chapter 2 Fundamentals

that can hold more than 10 at.% He [2, 3]. The dynamics of this process are not
quantitatively understood. Qualitatively it is known that thresholds for blistering
and fuzz growth depend on the He implantation conditions. Important factors are
temperature, �uence, energy and �ux. A microscopic understanding of the role He
plays in the described phenomena is, however, lacking.

2.2 Important Physical Concepts for the

Helium-in-Tungsten System

First, some of the dynamics ongoing in a crystal containing impurities are explained,
then the dynamics of He in W are described.

2.2.1 Di�usion in Metallic Solids

Di�usion in metallic solids is described by the phenomenological Fick's law [16]:

\bfitJ =  - D \nabla n (2.1)

In this equation \bfitJ is the particle �ux density, i.e., the number of particles passing
though a unit area in unit time. D is the di�usion coe�cient, a temperature- and
material-dependent parameter. Lastly, n is the number density of the di�using spe-
cies. Di�usive transport occurs from regions of high to regions of low concentration;
therefore, there is a minus sign in front of the gradient.
The di�usion ongoing in a metallic crystalline solid can be categorized into three

di�erent types: Self di�usion, interdi�usion and impurity di�usion.

Self-di�usion describes the process of atoms of the same species interchanging
position. Interdi�usion is the di�usive mixing of di�erent species at an interface.
Lastly, impurity di�usion is the di�usive introduction and migration of small (trace)
quantities of impurity atoms that do not form part of the lattice. In this process the
trace atoms distribute themselves homogeneously within the metal given a su�cient
amount of time and periodic boundary conditions. The di�usion of He in W falls
into the latter category.

2.2.1.1 Jump-di�usion Model

In the literature the jump-di�usion model is also called di�usion-trapping model or
di�usion-reaction model. In the model, atoms are considered to "jump" from one
potential well to the next. In the classical picture they can only perform a "jump"
when they have a kinetic energy larger than the potential energy step of the well.
Quantum mechanical tunneling is not considered. The atoms are assumed to be
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2.2 Important Physical Concepts for the Helium-in-Tungsten System

oscillating inside the well and attempt to "escape" every time they encounter its
edge. This oscillation frequency is called attempt frequency (\nu a).
Often a theoretical value, the Debye frequency, is used for the attempt frequency,

although measured values have been found to deviate from this value by more than
one order of magnitude [17, 18]. It will be explained in section 2.3.1 how \nu a can be
determined experimentally.
As trace atoms thermalize within the lattice their energy distribution can be de-

scribed by the temperature (T) of the solid. This gives a probability of e - 
E

kBT for
an atom to escape from a potential well of depth (E) if the crystal lattice is at
temperature (T).

2.2.1.2 Trapping Sites

Any geometrical con�guration in the structure of a solid that shapes the potential
energy surface in such a manner that it forms a potential well can act as a trapping
site. There are intrinsic trapping sites de�ned by the undisturbed potential energy
surface of the crystal structure, and there are extrinsic sites that only exist if the
crystal lattice is imperfect.

Intrinsic trapping sites are local minima de�ned by the electron cloud topography
of the lattice and trace atom. The general term used for these sites is either lattice
site or solute site. The position of these sites is usually determined by energy min-
imization calculations using density-functional-theory-based codes. They depend on
the lattice type and are named according to the shape of the volume spanned by the
nearest neighbor atoms in the crystal lattice, e.g., "tetrahedral site". The energy
barriers of these sites are usually low in comparison to sites induced by defects.

Extrinsic trapping sites are due to deviations from the perfect lattice structure.
Two common types are vacancies (empty lattice positions) and interstitials (addi-
tional atoms of the lattice species that are not in a regular lattice position). Another
are impurities, i.e., atoms not belonging to the lattice species but in lattice positions.
Further defect types include di�erent irregularities in the lattice layer con�guration.
The crystal surface and grain boundaries are also - due to the discontinuity of the
lattice there - zones with possible trapping sites. Crystal defects are always present

in a material. Their lower limit is de�ned by n \approx \mathrm{e}
 - c1 E

kBT where c1 depends on the
defect type and E is the energy required to create the defect [19]. In a real crystal
the defect density is larger than this theoretical lower limit. Albeit, it is possible
to decrease the number of defects by holding a sample at high temperatures for
a su�cient amount of time. This process is called annealing. For example, after
heating a tungsten crystal to 2000\mathrm{K} for 2\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}, the residual defect density is < 10 - 5
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Chapter 2 Fundamentals

defects per W atom; this value is deduced from deuterium retention measurements
obtained by loading W with a low-temperature plasma while holding the samples at
low temperature [17].
Trapping sites consisting of multiple vacancies, interstitials or combinations of

these are referred to as clusters.
Irregularities in a crystal lattice can be created by particle bombardment, where

the energy transferred to the lattice atom in a collision with the projectile or another
target atom is larger then the displacement energy of the lattice. Another source is
the mechanical deformation of a sample.

Self-trapping is the process in which an already trapped trace atom traps an-
other atom of the same species at the same trapping site. If at a trapping site an
agglomeration of trace atoms is formed by multiple iterations of this process, one
speaks of cluster nucleation.

2.2.2 Helium in Tungsten

Due to its closed electron shell, He has a high heat of solution (Esol) in tungsten.
This makes He essentially insoluble in the crystal. Theoretical calculations yield a
heat of solution of 5.47 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} [20], while experimental results suggest a value between
3 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} and 5 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} [1]. Once inside the lattice, He will di�use rapidly; its migration
energy being Em < 0.24 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} [18, 21]. The insolubility in combination with the low
migration energy make He either quickly leave the sample or precipitate at lattice
defects. Once trapped at one of these defects, the required detrapping energy is
high; depending on the defect type, it can be higher than 4.5 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} [18, 21]. Not only
can single He atoms trap in empty defects, but it is also possible for multiple He
atoms to self-trap at the same defect. The self-trapping process has been studied
computationally [22]. Hereby, He trapping at vacancies was simulated. These recent
results suggest that above a certain number of He atoms trapped per vacancy (\approx 3)
the He detrapping energy does not decrease below a threshold no matter how many
He atoms are trapped. The same study suggests, that above a certain number of
He atoms trapped per vacancy (7 - 15), the energy required for detrapping a He
atom becomes larger than the energy it costs to remove a W atom from its lattice
site by creating a vacancy and an interstitial [22, 23]. This process is termed trap
mutation. The combination of self-trapping and trap mutation makes it possible
that from a single vacancy with a trapped He atom a macroscopic bubble can grow.
Computational predictions are con�rmed by the experimental observation of the
formation of macroscopic bubbles during exposure with He ions even at energies
below the lattice displacement energy, where the ions kinetic energy is ruled out as
a source of damage, as long as a su�ciently large amount of He is provided [1, 24].
In this energy range displacement damage does not occur, therefore the bubbles are
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2.3 Temperature Programmed Desorption

evidence for trap mutation. On the microscopic level this mechanism was con�rmed
for the double vacancy site [21].

2.3 Temperature Programmed Desorption

Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD) is also known as Thermal Desorption
Spectroscopy (TDS). From TPD measurements concentrations and binding energies
(Eb) of atoms and molecules adsorbed on the surface or retained in the bulk of a
solid can be deduced. The method is commonly used in solid state surface physics.
A detailed account of the underlying theory and devices needed is given elsewhere
[25�27]. Here only an overview is given.
TPD is performed by heating a sample under vacuum and recording the e�u-

sion �ux of the atoms or molecules of interest as a function of time. The e�usion
�ux at any instance of a heating ramp depends on the amount of trace atoms, their
implantation depth, sample temperature, trap concentration, detrapping and retrap-
ping energies. From a TPD measurement information about these quantities can be
deduced.

2.3.1 Theory of TPD

In order to analyze TPD data, a model describing the e�usion �ux from a sample
is necessary. This requires an understanding of di�usion in solids and of vacuum
physics.
Any kind of chemical processes are neglected in the following, as this work is about

the noble gas He.
By setting up a rate equation of the molecules/atoms �owing in and out of the

measurement chamber, it is possible to calculate the e�usion �ux (\Phi ) at any given
point of the measurement if all other quantities are known. The rate equation is [4]:

\Phi + L = K S p+K V
dp

dt
. (2.2)

Here \Phi has the units of molecules/atoms per unit time. L is the leak rate under which
all sources that emit molecules/atoms into the vacuum are collected, i.e., leakage
through vacuum seals and desorption from the walls. It is given in molecules/atoms
per unit time. S is the speed at which the system is pumped. It is usually given in
liters per second. p is the partial pressure of those molecules/atoms for which the
rate equation has been set up. V is the vacuum vessel volume. Lastly there is the
coe�cient K = 1

kBT for the conversion of volumetric to particle �ow.
Usually the quantity of interest is not \Phi but \Phi 

A , where A is the implanted sample
area.

7



Chapter 2 Fundamentals

When inserting L = K S peq (equilibrium pressure, peq, being the pressure which
is reached after prolonged pumping, i.e., when the pumping capacity and the back-
ground stemming from desorption from the walls and minor leaks are in equilibrium)
into equation 2.2, it can be solved as:

dp\ast 

dt
+

p\ast 

\tau 
=

\Phi 

K V
. (2.3)

Here \tau is the system's characteristic pumping time which is de�ned as V
S , i.e., vacuum

vessel volume divided by the pumping speed. Experimentally it is determined by
measuring the time it takes for the pressure to drop to a fraction of \mathrm{e} - 1 of its initial
value when no gas source is present. Furthermore p\ast = p - peq is the deviation from
the equilibrium pressure.
As will be shown in section 3.3.5, for this work only the case where \tau \ll dt is of

interest, i.e., where the pumping time constant is much shorter than the measure-
ment interval1. Based on equation 2.3 P.A. Redhead [4] derived a relation for the
desorption from a unit surface. The relation accounts for a temperature dependence
(exponential term) and considers concentration dependence where necessary:

\phi (t) =
\Phi (t)

A
= \nu am \Theta m \mathrm{e}

 - E
kB T . (2.4)

Here \Theta is the surface coverage, given as the fraction of trace atoms per surface
atom. \nu am is the rate constant of the desorption process, a quantity equivalent to the
attempt frequency, i.e., the frequency at which a trapped atom attempts to escape
from the trap. The activation energy (E) is the energy of the barrier that needs to be
overcome for the desorption process to take place. For an atom escaping from a trap
the activation energy is called detrapping energy. m is the order of the desorption
peak. Depending on whether it is a �rst (m = 1) or a second order (m = 2) desorption
process, a di�erent solution is valid. For a �rst order process the desorption rate
is linearly surface concentration dependent, while for a second order process it is
exponentially dependent. The drop o� of \Phi after its maximum is much steeper in
a �rst order peak, therefore, it is possible to distinguish a �rst from a second order
process by the peak shape. Another important distinction that can be derived from
equation 2.4 is that the desorption temperature is independent of surface coverage
for a �rst order peak.
For these analysis methods to be used, distinct non-overlapping peaks are neces-

sary. The result is an equation system with activation energy and attempt frequency
as unknowns. Therefore, at least two measurements with distinct2 heating ramp rates
are necessary in order to obtain a solvable equation system. In practice, however,

1for the system used in this work \tau \approx 60\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s}.
2A minimum of two orders of magnitude di�erence is suggested [4]. In practice, the minimum
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2.3 Temperature Programmed Desorption

often the attempt frequency is assumed to have the value of the Debye frequency.
The Debye frequency is the highest possible theoretical phonon frequency of a lattice.
It can be easily calculated if the velocity of sound of a crystal is known [28]. While it
is an "educated guess", experimental results for \nu commonly deviate by more than
one order of magnitude from this value [17, 29].
This model, however, holds only for adsorbates on or very close to the surface.

For deeply implanted atoms the processes the desorbing species undergoes from the
moment it becomes mobile to its desorption from the surface need to be considered.
This process is usually di�usive in its nature. The average time it takes for an atom
to reach the surface is readily calculated if the e�ective di�usion coe�cient of the
atom in the solid is known. The e�ective di�usion coe�cient is a phenomenological
parameter that changes with respect to the microscopic structure and temperature
of the material. In a pristine lattice it is highest. D decreases with the number and
depth of traps present because di�using atoms re- and detrap on their way through
the material. The more of these cycles occur the longer it takes for an atom to travel
through a unit length of material. The trap depth has a similar e�ect, it extends the
average time period that an atom is held in a trap. The e�ective di�usion coe�cient
will be a combination of all these in�uences.
In order to analyze a system with inhomogeneously distributed traps of distinct

energy and occupation levels computational rate-equation codes are used. (The
reader is referred to section 2.4).

2.3.2 Time- to Temperature-dependence Conversion

During a TPD measurement the e�usion �ux \Phi (t) and sample temperature (Ts) are
often recorded with respect to time. In order to interpret and compare measurements
they need to be converted to e�usion �ux \Phi (Ts) versus sample temperature Ts.
During the conversion the total amount of desorbed atoms/molecules needs to be
conserved, i.e.,

\int t2
t1

\Phi (t) dt =
\int T (t2)
T (t1)

\Phi (T ) dT . This is achieved by equation:

\Phi (Ts) =
\Phi (t)
dT
dt

. (2.5)

For a linear temperature ramp this conversion results in a scaling, as dT
dt is con-

stant. However, for a nonlinear temperature ramp, dT
dt will vary and therefore peak-

amplitude ratios may change.

di�erence necessary depends on the accuracy of the particle e�usion �ux and the temperature
measurement.

9



Chapter 2 Fundamentals

2.4 Rate-Equation Modelling

In order to correctly interpret a TPD spectrum of an atom species implanted be-
low the subsurface layer, a computational analysis is required. Two types of codes
can be used: Monte Carlo-based codes that follow speci�c atoms through a grid of
traps in a probabilistic manner or rate-equation codes that solve sets of di�erential
equations set up to include di�usion, de- and retrapping processes in the layers of a
sample. In Monte-Carlo codes the computational power needed becomes large when
the di�usion-step length is small compared with the sample thickness. Its precision
depends on the accuracy of the potentials, that governing the jump probabilities,
used as input and the number of particles (N) simulated. The relative numerical
error scales with 1\surd 

N
. For macroscopic samples consisting of NA particles, rate-

equation codes are at an advantage. The working principle of rate-equation codes
and the speci�c code used in this work are brie�y described bellow. For a detailed
description see [30].

2.4.1 Working Principle

In a rate-equation code the sample is split into segments of �nite size and a set of
equations describing the change in trace element concentration over time in each
segment is set up. The size of the equation system is given by

\prod 
i(ni) where n is

the number of segments in the i-th dimension. Usually, a one dimensional system
is used. The rate equation must contain a �ux, a source and a loss term. The
�ux term is given by equation 2.1. The source term contains implantation rate and
detrapping, while the loss term consists of (re-)trapping and losses at the surface.
In these terms, a temperature-dependent detrapping model; the detrapping energies
(EdeT ); migration energy; attempt frequency; trap density; trap type; implantation
conditions etc. need to be included.
The system is iteratively solved at each time step. This yields the evolution of

trace atom concentration over time and sample depth.

2.4.2 TESSIM-X

TESSIM-X [31] is a one dimensional rate-equation code implemented in Mathem-
atica [32] by K. Schmid to simulate TPD spectra of up to two di�erent hydrogen
isotopes e�using fromW. Its algorithm includes traps occupied by multiple atoms and
a change in trap energy with respect to occupation level. An example of TESSIM-X
use is given in [33]. The rate equation solved (for one isotope) is the following:

\partial CS (x, t)

\partial t
= D (T (t))

\partial 2CS (x, t)

\partial x2
+ S (x, t) - 

NT\sum 
i=1

\partial CT
i (x, t)

\partial t
. (2.6)
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2.5 Ion Beam Analysis

Here CS and CT are the solute (untrapped) and trapped hydrogen isotope concen-
trations. The di�usion coe�cient D is given by:

D (T (t)) = D0\mathrm{e}
 - Em

kBT (t) . (2.7)

Via the source term S (x, t) the hydrogen isotope concentration is introduced. The
implantation parameters are: implantation range [m], straggling [m], duration of the
implantation [s], the re�ection coe�cient [unitless] and the implantation �ux

\bigl[ 
atoms
m2s

\bigr] 
.

How the interaction of the two isotopes is implemented in the code is not discussed
here, because in this work only the implantation and TPD of one isotope (4He) was
simulated.

2.5 Ion Beam Analysis

In the �eld of Ion Beam Analysis (IBA) \mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} ions are used to probe matter. IBA
methods can give information about the stoichiometry and areal density of thin
layers and can be used to detect trace amounts of particles in a material. IBA gives
reproducible and precise results [34] on an absolute scale [35]. It is considered as
nondestructive, however, as will be shown later, it can cause substantial damage on
the microscopic level. The types of IBA used in this work are Elastic Recoil Detection
Analysis (ERDA) and Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA).

2.5.1 Theory

In an IBA measurement the sample is exposed to an ion beam and the particles
(re-)emitted from the sample are detected. All information gained about the target
is derived form the characteristics of the incoming and outgoing beam.
The following picture is used to describe the process that occurs in between: An

ion with a given energy is incident on the sample, it neutralizes above the surface and
travels through the sample, losing energy along the way by scattering processes with
the material's atoms. This continues until the projectile stops within the lattice (it is
implanted), leaves the sample or undergoes a nuclear reaction. The stopping power is
the energy loss of an atom in a material. It is mainly dependent on projectile energy
and the type of interacting atomic species. The probability for a scattering event is
dependent on projectile and target mass and nuclear charge, their initial energies and
the angle under which the event occurs. This information is combined to give the
scattering cross section. It is usually given for a speci�c energy and scattering angle.
There are both theoretical and experimentally determined scattering cross sections
in use. Elastic and inelastic scattering processes are distinguished. Elastic processes
can be described by Coulomb interaction (Rutherford model). This model is valid
up to energies where the particles shortest distance during the scattering process
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Chapter 2 Fundamentals

drops below the range of the nuclear force. For this case inelastic scattering occurs
as the nuclei can be excited or nuclear reactions occur. The energy change (Q) and
reaction probability are dependent on the speci�c reaction. Those nuclear reactions
that produce light, highly energetic particles at distinct energies are of most interest
as they enable the determination of depth pro�les of trace elements in a material.

2.5.2 Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis

Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA) is the method of choice when the concen-
tration of light elements in a sample needs to be determined. ERDA is not dependent
on using speci�c nuclear reactions as in nuclear reaction analysis. It can be used to
detect any species of atom providing the projectile is heavier than the target atom.
ERDA measures the atoms ejected by elastic collisions from a sample by incident
ions in forward geometry. ERDA is particularly suited for detecting trace amounts
of light elements in samples made of heavy atoms. By mounting a stopper foil in
front of the detector, an ERDA setup can be designed to produce inherently back-
ground free data. This is achieved because the stopping power is proportional to Z
of target and projectile, i.e., heavy ions are stopped preferentially. Therefore, a foil
of su�cient thickness acts as a mass �lter. It stops all re�ected and ejected heavy
atoms while the light atoms reach the detector. For heavy projectiles ERDA causes
substantial displacement damage to a sample.
The ejection of light atoms as intended by ERDA occurs preferentially at small

scattering angles. While in theory the scattering is elastic and, therefore, approx-
imated by the Rutherford model, in practice the scattering cross sections deviate
from this model [9] due to nuclear resonances. It is, therefore, necessary to use
experimentally determined cross sections or reference samples with known content.

Experimental Setup

The setup used is located on the RKS beamline at IPP's tandem accelerator facility
(see section 2.6 for more information on the accelerator). The layout of the setup
is given schematically in �gure 2.1a. Samples are transferred to the measurement
chamber via a load lock. The sample surface-normal is placed at an angle of 75\circ to
the incident beam. The semiconductor detector is placed at a 15\circ angle to the surface
in a forward geometry. The total scattering angle is therefore 30\pm 0.5\circ . A slit-shaped
aperture of 0.35\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} width is placed in the line of sight between target and detector
at a distance of 24.8\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} to the former. The aperture has a step at one end. It is
1.65\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} on its short and 1.75\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} on its long side. The resulting solid angle was
calibrated as 0.967\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}. Furthermore, there is a 4.66\times 1019 atoms

\mathrm{c}\mathrm{m}2 thick Ni stopper
foil placed in front of the detector. The foil has roughness of 2.98\times 1018 atoms

\mathrm{c}\mathrm{m}2 .
The �uence incident on the sample is determined by measuring the charge delivered
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2.5 Ion Beam Analysis

to the sample and the inner copper shield, which is biased to  - 240\mathrm{V} in order to
suppress secondary electrons. A second shield, this one grounded, is placed around
the �rst.
The ion beam is supplied by a tandem accelerator with maximum 3\mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} terminal

voltage.

Faraday shield -240 V 

grounded 

Faraday shield 

Detector 

Sample 

Incident  Beam

75° 

75° 

Surface 

 Normal 

30° 

(a) setup in ERDA con�guration

\theta = 30\circ 

Detector 

Incident  Beam

45° 

0° 

135° 

(b) setup in NRA con�guration

\theta = 135\circ 

Figure 2.1: IBA setup geometries used in this work and their scattering angles.

2.5.3 Nuclear Reaction Analysis

NRA is based on inelastic scattering processes between nuclei. For NRA nuclear
fusion reactions are of interest. Target-projectile combinations are chosen that pro-
duce light particles at distinct high energies. This choice is made in order to produce
probe particles deep inside the sample that carry information to the surface. Light,
highly energetic particles are particularly suited for this as the stopping power (i.e.
their energy loss per amount of material traveled trough) increases with Z and de-
creases with particle energy in the \mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} range. As the stopping power and initial
energy of the particle produced in the material are well known, the depth at which
the nuclear reaction occurred can be deduced. Therefore, the energy distribution of
the outgoing particle �ux gives information about the total number and the depth
distribution of the target atoms inside the material. In this work the D(3He,p)4He
reaction is used to determine the D content of a sample. The energy produced in
this reaction is 18.3\mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}. The reaction allows a W sample to be probed for D down
to a depth of \approx 8 µ\mathrm{m} for a primary 3He beam energy of 4.5\mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}.
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Experimental Setup

NRA is performed in the same measurement chamber as ERDA. However, the ion
beam is incident along the sample surface normal and the detector is placed at a
scattering angle of 135\circ (�gure 2.1b). The detector is located 41\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} away from the
sample and has a curved aperture of 35\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} width and 165.3\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}2 area in front of it.
Its calibrated solid angle is 77.5\pm 3.0\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}. All particles apart from the high-energy
protons are prevented from reaching the detector by a foil, made of 50 µ\mathrm{m} Mylar
coated with 50 \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m} Au, placed in front of the detector.

2.6 Sample Preparation

All samples used were cut from the same plate of tungsten (99.7 wt% purity) by
spark erosion to a size of 15x12x0.8 mm. The plates were procured from Plansee
SE. A detailed characterization and the description of the polishing and annealing
process is given in [36] and [37].
In a �rst step all samples were mechanically polished with subsequently �ner sand-

paper down to an average SiC grain size of 5 µ\mathrm{m} until the remaining scratches were
barely visible to the naked eye. Then, in order to obtain �ner surfaces, the samples
were electropolished in a 1.5 % NaOH solution. After this the samples had mirror
quality. Subsequently, annealing was carried out for 2\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} at 2000\mathrm{K} under vacuum,
during which the pressure usually did not exceed 2\times 10 - 7\mathrm{m}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}. The annealing was
performed in order to decrease the extrinsic defect density both by a reduction in
the number of grain boundaries and by healing defects in the grains.

Helium Implantation Methods Used

The heat of solution of He in W is high compared to other light elements. It was
calculated to be 5.47 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} [21]. This lies within the range of experimental results
[1]. To overcome this energy barrier, implantations need to be carried out with a
kinetic energy higher than this value. In order to span a large range of energies
di�erent implantation devices had to be used. All implantations were carried out at
IPP. The implantation conditions of each sample prepared for this work are listed in
table B.1 and B.2.

Low-Temperature Plasma

The device used for the 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implantations is an electron cyclotron reson-
ance (ECR) heated plasma device [38]. In this method a magnetic �eld (B0) is
applied to the to be ionized gas which is at the same time exposed to microwave
radiation. The magnetic �eld is tuned to match the electron cyclotron frequency
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\omega c =
eB0
me

. This creates a plasma in which the electron temperature is in the range
of a few \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} while neutrals and ions stay close to room temperature.
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Figure 2.2: Radial distribution of the implantation �ux of the low-temperature
plasma source.

In the device the plasma is con�ned in a metal cage of 2.3\mathrm{L} volume. It has
an opening of 5 \mathrm{c}\mathrm{m} on its bottom through which particles can escape and hit the
samples 10 \mathrm{c}\mathrm{m} downstream. A manually operated shutter allows to control exposure
time on the scale of 1 \mathrm{s}. The ion energy is controlled by applying a bias voltage to
the sample holder. The ion-�ux distribution is determined by a double Langmuir
probe mounted on a manipulator. It can be manually moved across the whole sample
holder. A radial scan is displayed in �gure 2.2. Here the Langmuir probe was moved
in and out of the center of the plasma beam. In each implantation three samples
were placed on the sample holder in a radially symmetric con�guration. The ion �ux
only varies across the length of the sample, this variation is less than 10\%. At the
same time the total ion current was determined by measuring the charge delivered to
the sample holder. Following [38] a correction factor of 0.5 is applied to the measured
current, in order to account for secondary electron emission. From the Langmuir-
probe scan and charge measurement for a pure He discharge at 5.0\mathrm{P}\mathrm{a} and with a
nominal microwave power of 90\mathrm{W} a �ux of 6.5\times 1017 He

\mathrm{m}2 \mathrm{s}
was computed.
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The sample holder temperature can be controlled by liquid thermostats in the
range between 200\mathrm{K} and 800\mathrm{K}.

High-Current Ion Beam

Higher energy implantations were carried out in a high-current ion beam device.
This device uses a duopigatron ion source [39]. The ions are extracted from the
source by applying a potential of 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}. The ion beam is �ltered using a bending
magnet, i.e., only ions with a selected mass-to-charge ratio can pass. There are two
biased cages placed around the sample holder in order to prevent secondary electron
emission from in�uencing the current measurement. The current on the sample is
measured by a charge counter connected to the sample holder and the inner cage. As
of writing the level of accuracy of the current measurement is still under discussion,
currently an under- or overestimation by a factor of 2 is possible. The beam spot
area is 0.35 \mathrm{c}\mathrm{m}2. For 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} He, �uxes of the order of 2\times 1018 He

\mathrm{m}2 \mathrm{s}
are achieved.

Currently, only the description of the device's predecessor is available [40], a detailed
description of the current device is due to be published soon [41].

High-Energy Ion Beam

High-energy implantations in the 0.3 to 0.8\mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} range were carried out using a
tandem accelerator. The device uses an low-temperature RF-driven plasma as ion
source. The positive ions are extracted into a lithium vapor cell where they are
negatively charged. Before being fed into the accelerator they need to pass through
a bending magnet. Here only ions of a speci�c mass-to-charge ratio band can pass.
Next, the ions are attracted by the terminal voltage for the �rst time. Reaching the
terminal, they are stripped o� their electrons by collisions with nitrogen molecules.
Now positively charged they are accelerated a second time. By this method the
accelerator can use the same potential twice. The �nal ion energy is then given
by Uaccelerator\times (Ionization level after electron stripping + 1)e. There is a second
bending magnet at the exit of the accelerator. This further reduces the mass-to-
charge-ratio band

\Bigl( 
mass
q

\Bigr) 
arriving at the target and allows the beam to be steered

into the desired beamline. Fluxes are low compared with the other devices because
of the higher number of loss channels.
The tandem accelerator used has a maximum terminal voltage of 3\mathrm{M}\mathrm{V}. There-

fore, He implantations at energies up to 9\mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} would be possible. The implantation
�ux is dependent, among other factors, on the energy chosen. For the implanta-
tions conducted for this work the time averaged �ux ranged from 1.4\times 1015 He

\mathrm{m}2 \mathrm{s}
for

0.3\mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} to 4.2\times 1015 He
\mathrm{m}2 \mathrm{s}

for 0.8\mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} ions. The beam is scanned across the sample
to achieve a homogeneous �ux distribution. For a more detailed description of the
implantation process the reader is referred to [42].
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Chapter 3

Design and Commissioning of the High

Temperature TPD Setup

The main goal of this thesis was to design, construct and commission a high tem-
perature TPD setup, capable of fully desorbing He from W and thereby absolutely
quantifying the He retention. This was achieved by upgrading the existing setup
TESS (Thermal E�usion Spectrometry Setup). In this chapter �rst a description of
the current setup is given. Then the design criteria for the new setup are derived in
section 3.2, before the setup devised to ful�ll them is described in section 3.3.

3.1 The TESS Setup

TESS is the main TPD setup of the plasma-material-interaction group at IPP and
has been in use since 2002. Its center piece is a stainless steel ultra high vacuum
(UHV) chamber with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS). Both are described
in detail in section 3.3. In addition to the newly installed high temperature heating
unit and sample holder described below, TESS has an external oven that is slid
over a glass tube containing a sample. Its Tmax of 1300\mathrm{K} is su�cient for TPD of
deuterium in W, however it is too low for helium TPD. Furthermore the fused silica
glass of the tube is permeable to He at elevated temperatures. The He permeation
rate increases in the temperature range from 273\mathrm{K} to 973\mathrm{K} by a factor of 200 [43].
The permeative �ux though a barrier of 1\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} thickness is \approx 2\times 107 \ttH \tte \mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}

\mathrm{c}\mathrm{m}2 \mathrm{s}
at room

temperature.
Additionally, there is a setup, which can also be connected to the TESS main

chamber, whose centerpiece is an inductive furnace to heat samples for di�usion
studies. The inductive heaters high power output allows large (many \mathrm{c}\mathrm{m}3) samples
to be heated to very high (> 3000\mathrm{K}) temperatures. Therefore it would also be suited
for He desorption studies. The sample is situated in a water cooled quartz glass
tube. This strongly reduces the amount of particles desorbed into the vacuum, as
the chamber walls stay cold. However, it is not designed for a high sample processing
rate. Instead the same sample is used for in situ loading and e�usion studies.
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3.2 Determining the Design Criteria

In order to perform meaningful high temperature TPD measurements on the He-in-
W system, a setup needs to ful�ll the criteria explained below.

3.2.1 Absolute Quanti�able Measurements

In order to enable the comparison with results obtained by other methods such as
ERDA, the measurements need to be quanti�ed on an absolute scale.
In order to obtain such results, the sensitivity, i.e., the partial pressure to signal

ratio of the QMS, needs to be known for the relevant pressure range of 1\times 10 - 10

to 1\times 10 - 5 mbar. The same applies to the development of sensitivity with time.
The former has been experimentally determined to be valid for TESS. The latter is
done by repeating the calibration on a timescale that is short compared with the
degradation rate of the detector (explained in section 3.3.6).

3.2.2 Accurate Temperature Measurement over the Full Ramp

An accurate temperature measurement over the full scale of the heating ramp is
needed in order to determine the binding energies of He in W. A pyrometer would
be the device of choice to measure a body at high temperatures because is does
not require contact to the sample. However, pyrometers are e�ectively limited to
high temperatures where the sample is much brighter than the surroundings. A
thermocouple, on the other hand, is limited in temperature range by the alloy it
consists of. Generally their measurement range ends well before their melting point.
Furthermore, a thermocouple measurement is most accurate when the thermocouple
is welded to the sample. This, however, complicates the sample loading procedure
strongly, thereby con�icting with the requirement of a high sample processing rate.
In practice, consequently, a compromise needs to be found, where the thermocouple
is placed close to but not connected to the sample.

3.2.3 Minimal 4 amu
q

Channel Background

Since He is a noble gas that forms no molecules, it is predominantly detected as He+

signal in the 4 amu
q channel. The two main potential sources of background in the

4 amu
q channel are singly ionized He+ and deuterium (D+

2 ). For He detection the
He++ signal is negligible as the cracking ratio of He was experimentally found to be
He++

He+
\approx 10 - 4.

He is present in the atmosphere at 5 ppmv [44]. The air leak rate in a vacuum
system using copper seals is < 1\times 10 - 10\mathrm{m}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}. The glass viewports for vacuum
systems have a similar maximum leak rate. Therefore, the partial He pressure in
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a vacuum system due to air leakage would be orders of magnitude below this, thus
neither detectable nor relevant. However, a second mechanism for He to enter a
vacuum chamber exists, which is di�usion through solids. As mentioned in section 3.1
He permeation through glass is substantial at elevated temperatures. The permeation
of He through steel is by orders of magnitude lower [45]. This is most probably not
due to a low di�usion coe�cient, but instead due to the energy of formation of He
in steel being so large, that He from the atmosphere can not enter steel in relevant
quantities in the �rst place. Therefore, steel is the material of choice for the vacuum
vessel.
Two sources of D2 background exists in the setup. Firstly, the natural isotopic

abundance of D
H = 1.6\times 10 - 4 and secondly residual D2 from previous measurements

adsorbed at the inside surface of the vacuum vessel or retained in it. The retained
D2 is released when the vessel walls heat up.
Therefore, in order to keep the 4 amu

q background low, precautions to keep the
water background low and the heating as local as possible need to be taken.

3.2.4 High Sample Processing Rate

Naturally it is desired to have a high sample processing rate. However, inserting
a sample requires the measurement chamber to be vented. This will degrade the
vacuum due to gases, especially water vapor, adsorbing to the inside walls of the
vacuum vessel, thereby possibly creating direct con�ict with the minimal 4amu

q -
channel-background requirement. A compromise between sample processing rate
and vacuum quality is required. Rebaking the vessel as part of the sample loading
procedure is not an option, as this may alter the measurement results by premature
degassing of the sample and lengthens a measurement cycle by days. A solution to
this impasse is the use of a load lock, a prechamber to the measurement chamber.
In this con�guration, only the prechamber is vented, while the main chamber is
constantly kept under UHV conditions. This eliminates the baking requirement,
thereby greatly speeding up the sample processing rate. From the load lock a sample
is transferred to the measurement chamber in a sample holder. The choice that has
to be made is whether to measure the sample in this sample holder or to transfer it
to another sample holder permanently installed in the measurement chamber and to
retract the transfer arm. The latter solution leads to the least contamination while
the former is easier to implement. A discussion of these issues and the description
of such load lock setup is given in [46].

3.2.5 Maximum Temperature > 2700\mathrm{K}

A study by J. Pierre and D. Paulmier [47] using 3 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} He ions on W shows the highest
desorption peak maximum of their measurement at 2650\mathrm{K}, with the peak's high-
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temperature �ank extending beyond the 2900\mathrm{K} temperature range of their setup.
This high desorption temperature is in part due to their fast ramping rate (of the
order of 30\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s}). If a ramping rate of approximately 1\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s} were to be used, it would
be expected that this peak would shift to lower temperature. Such a lower heating
rate would also be preferable from a measurement point of view, as it would decrease
the overlap between desorption peaks. These �ndings are supported by studies of
A.A. van Gorkum and E.V. Kornelsen who also measured incomplete peaks under
similar implantation conditions and with a similar heating ramp rate [6, 7]. The main
di�erence to the studies by J.Pierre and D.Paulmier is a lower maximum heating-
ramp temperature (Tmax) of 2400\mathrm{K} in A.A. van Gorkums study.
The highest detrapping energy of Edetr > 5.2 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} [6, 47] derived from each of these

measurements coincides with the highest detrapping energy found in modern density
functional theory (DFT) studies [22]. From these �ndings, it was concluded that for
He implanted at \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} energies, a Tmax of 2700\mathrm{K} is su�cient. That such a Tmax is
most probably also su�cient to desorb He implanted at \mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} energies was shown in
a recent study by Y. Gasparyan [48]. While in this study the amount of He desorbed
from a sample with a 2\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s} TPD ramp up to 2473\mathrm{K} was negligible, an identical
sample was fully degassed for the same ramp with an additional holding time at
Tmax for 30\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}. In this study 3He was used. This enabled the He content to be
determined by deuterium NRA before and after the heating ramps. It was concluded
that He is desorbed, albeit at a low rate, at 2473\mathrm{K}. Therefore, an increase in Tmax

to 2700\mathrm{K} is expected to raise the He's desorption rate su�ciently so that it desorbs
during the ramp.
Lastly, the desorption peaks were simulated within this thesis by rate equation

modeling. The results gained using \nu a close to the Debye frequency and EB = 5.1 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}
(Figure 4.1) give a desorption peak few hundred kelvin of the value expected from
previous experiments. It is not clear which experimental peak corresponds to it,
therefore both an over- or an underestimation is possible. This large divergence is
not surprising as the code does not contain part of the physics involved. A detailed
description of the code and a discussion of its output is given in sections 2.4 and 4.1,
respectively.

3.2.6 Sample Heating Rates in 5\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s} \geq Rheating \geq 0.05\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s} Range

The heating rate requirement is chosen to match the heating rates previously used
in TESS for deuterium TPD (10 - 0.05 \mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s}) in order to be able to generate com-
parable data. Furthermore, experience with deuterium suggests that such heating
rates produce desorption signals within the detection range of the QMS. Finally, the
considerations made in the previous section make it clear that low ramp rates are
desirable so that the He desorbs at low-enough temperatures.
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Figure 3.1: Vertical cut along the manipulator axis through the setup. (1) turbo
molecular pumps, (2) gate valve, (3) quadrupole mass spectrometer, (4) sample
holder, (5) heat shield on the manipulator head, (6) \Delta x of the sample holder, (7)
electron source, (8) \Delta x of the electron source, (9) precision manipulator, (10) main
chamber, (11) liquid nitrogen cold trap, (12) connection pipe to the inductive heater
setup, (13) loading position.

3.3 Upgrading TESS

The main goal of this thesis was to make the existing TPD setup TESS capable of
performing measurements of He implanted into W at up to \mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} energies. In this
section a detailed description of TESS after the upgrade is given.
In order to ful�ll the design requirements explained in the previous section, most

notably the Tmax \geq 2700\mathrm{K}, it was decided to use an electron beam for heating
the sample inside the main chamber of TESS. This type of heater was chosen over
other methods such as inductive or radiative heating, due to its very high e�ciency,
focused energy delivery and fast response time.

3.3.1 Working Principle of an Electron Beam Heater

An electron beam heater accelerates electrons thermionically emitted from a heated
�lament onto a sample by applying a potential di�erence between the two compon-
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ents. On impact the electrons' kinetic energy is converted to thermal energy in the
sample. The sample temperature is then proportional to:

Ts \propto C1 (Ifil)
1
3 \mathrm{e}

 - C2

(Ifil)
2
3

(3.1)

Ts: sample temperature, Ifil: electron source �lament current, C1\&C2: constants; a
derivation is given in appendix A.1.
This equation does not account for energy lost via bremsstrahlung or due to ion-

ization of atoms in the path of the electron beam.
The ratio of bremsstrahlung power (P\gamma ) to total beam power (Pe - ) can be estim-

ated by P\gamma 

Pe - 
= 10 - 9ZUac where Uac is the accelerating potential and Z the nuclear

charge of the target atoms [49]. Given the speci�cations of the power supply to be
used and a tungsten target, P\gamma 

Pe - 
is \leq 4\times 10 - 4 and therefore negligibly small.

The ionization cross section due to a collision with an electron has its maximum
at 50-150 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}, depending on the molecule. A rough estimation, using the parameters
of the setup from this work gives a pressure limit of p < 1\times 10 - 2\mathrm{m}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r} for which
ions make up less than 1% of the current. Since the pressure in TESS is in the range
of 1\times 10 - 10 mbar to at very most 1\times 10 - 6 mbar, ionization losses can be neglected.

3.3.2 Mechanical Structure

Vacuum Vessel The setup is arranged around a cylindrical main chamber 435\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}
in height. It has an inner diameter of 267\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}, resulting in a volume of 25\mathrm{L}. There
are a total of 19 ports on the chamber. A load lock is connected by a CF63 �ange. It
is 340\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} in length and has a cold trap and a CF100 side �ange in the setup plane,
perpendicular to the loading path as shown schematically in �gure 3.1. The sample
holder is �xed to a magnetic manipulator (\Delta x = 530\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}). It is used to transfer the
sample holder from the load lock to the main chamber. In the load lock samples
are placed in the sample holder either via the CF100 side �ange or from above via a
40\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} �ange. The electron source is mounted on the �ange opposite to that of the
sample holder.
The other �anges of the main chamber are occupied by:

\bullet connections to the inductive furnace and the glass tube heating systems

\bullet the quadrupole mass spectrometer

\bullet the electron source

\bullet two turbo molecular pumps in series

\bullet a pair of calibrated gas leak bottles
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\bullet viewing windows, including that of the pyrometer

Sample Holder In order ful�ll the maximum temperature requirement the sample
holder had to be made from tungsten. As tungsten is a hard and brittle material,
neither the use of screws nor springs was possible. This severely limited the possible
design choices. The new sample holder was therefore designed as a halfpipe made
from a 0.05\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} thin tungsten sheet held in position by slits in a pair of tungsten
rods as shown in �gure 3.3. These rods are in turn mounted into a 62\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} diameter
disc made of TZM1. The disc acts both as heat shield and structural component. As
the disc is more than 120\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} away from the sample and there additionally is a W
plate in the line of sight, it was possible to use a material with a lower melting point
and more favorable machining properties.
The disc is connected by 60\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} long TZM rods to an identical disc which is in

turn �xed to the tip of the manipulator. Apart from their function as structural
components the discs also help ful�ll the need to keep the pressure low. This is
explained in detail in section 3.3.5.
The halfpipe z-axis is parallel to the manipulator axis. The W halfpipe has a

circular hole at its center with a diameter of 13.0\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}. Samples are placed over the
hole. This con�guration allows the electron beam to directly reach the sample from
underneath. The sample is placed in the sample holder with the He-implanted side
facing away from the electron beam. This geometry is chosen to prevent a distortion
of measurement results by electron-stimulated emission of He from the surface [50].

1TZM: Titanium(Ti) Zirconium(Zr) Molybdenum(Mo) Alloy - chosen for its favorable machining
properties with respect to pure Mo or W.

(a) Photograph of the manipulator head. (b) Photograph of the electron source.

Figure 3.2: Both photographs were taken before installation in the vacuum chamber.
Note that the wiring is not yet fully installed.
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30 mm

(a) Vertical cut along the manipulator axis
through the sample holder and electron
source. Wires are omitted for clarity.

(b) CAD rendered view of the sample
holder and electron source. The front parts
are removed for better visibility.

Figure 3.3

The sample holder is electrically insulated from the heat shield and manipulator by
ceramic spacers.
The spacing of the discs is chosen such that the sample can either be run in line-

of-sight con�guration with respect to the QMS aperture or 6 \mathrm{c}\mathrm{m} away from it to
reduce the heat load on the QMS. Line-of-sight mode allows those atoms/molecules
desorbing from the sample to be detected by the QMS, that are not re-emitted from
the chamber walls.
A photograph of the sample holder before installation is displayed in �gure 3.2a.

Electron source It is mounted on a \Delta x =100\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} precision manipulator on the
�ange opposite to the sample holder entrance �ange. It is located in the plane below
the sample holder. The manipulator is used to move the heater in and out of line of
sight mode. Also it allows the electron beam position to be �ne tuned. A photograph
and the blue print of the electron source are displayed in �gures 3.2b and 3.3.
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3.3 Upgrading TESS

3.3.3 Temperature Measurement

The sample temperature is measured using the combination of thermocouple and
pyrometer.

Type C thermocouple: It consists of two wires made from two di�erent rhenium
(Re) tungsten alloys. The Re

W ratios used for the wires are: 5% and 26%, respectively.
The measurement range is speci�ed from 273 up to 2573\mathrm{K}. The wires are hooked
into a hole (diameter 1\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}) in the sample holder; therefore, although not being in
direct thermal contact with the sample, the thermocouple provides a temperature
reading that is proportional to that of the sample. The proportionality can be seen
in �gure 3.4. Together with the temperature measured by the pyrometer, it can be
retroactively converted into the temperature values of the sample at T < 1273\mathrm{K}. Its
error is given by the manufacturer as < 4.5\mathrm{K} up to 698\mathrm{K} and, above this, as 1% of
the measured value.

The pyrometer2 gives a reading starting from T > 1273\mathrm{K} up to 3573\mathrm{K}. It meas-
ures at a wavelength of 1.27 µ\mathrm{m}. At this wavelength the emissivity of tungsten
(\epsilon = 0.33) is temperature independent in the range from 1600 to 2800\mathrm{K} [51]. As the
measurement is performed on electropolished, therefore very smooth samples [36],
which have in addition been recrystallized, the e�ect of surface roughness can be
neglected. A reference measurement was carried out by G. Holzner [52] using the
induction heater setup of TESS. The results showed excellent agreement of the pyro-
meter temperature reading with a type C thermocouple laser welded to the sample.
A detailed description of these reference measurements is given in appendix A.2. The
pyrometers viewing angle onto the sample surface is < 50\circ from the surface normal.
The intensity of thermal radiation increases with viewing angle. The magnitude of
this change is dependent on the wavelength emitted. The longer the wavelength is,
the stronger is the angle dependency. Using an empirical relation for angle depend-
ence, it was calculated that the sample temperature is overestimated by no more
than 2.4% due to the viewing angle deviating from the surface normal [53].

Sample Temperature As mentioned, the thermocouple does not measure the
sample temperature, but the temperature in its proximity. In order to avoid a discon-
tinuity in the temperature measurement, the thermocouple value is scaled to match
the pyrometer temperature. This is done by �nding the parameters of the function:

Tfit(t) = a\times Ttc(t) + b (3.2)

2SensorTherm: Metis M3
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Figure 3.4: The graphs show temperatures measured by thermocouple (blue) and
pyrometer (red) during a heating ramp. The green line represents the temperature
ramp obtained by adjusting and combining both measurements. This is the tem-
perature ramp used for analyzing the e�usion-�ux data. The dotted lines are the
con�dence intervals as given by the manufacturers. For the pyrometer additionally
the maximum possible error due to angle e�ects is included.

with boundary conditions:

Tfit(0) = Ttc(0) (3.3a)

Tfit(ttransition) = Tpyro(ttransition) (3.3b)

The sample temperature is then taken as Tfit for t < ttransition and Tpyro for
t > ttransition. A sample heating curve displayed in �gure 3.4 shows Ttc, Tpyro and
Tfit with respect to time. The onset of the electron current is at approximately 500 \mathrm{s}.
At 950 \mathrm{s} there is plateau visible both in the Tpyro and Ttc curve, it is attributed to an
alteration in heat �ow between sample and sample holder. From 1400 \mathrm{s} to approx-
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3.3 Upgrading TESS

imately 1600 \mathrm{s} the current through the electron source �lament is held constant until
it is �nally switched o�. In this time interval the temperature stays approximately
constant. The steep dropo� in temperature after the �lament current is switched o�
demonstrates that thermal inertias of the sample and holder are small.

3.3.4 Heating Unit

Heating of the sample is performed using an electron beam. Two �laments made
from thoriated tungsten wire are used as they have a lower work function and
thereby a higher electron yield at any given temperature (see equation A.8), in
comparison with commercially available tungsten carbide �laments [54]. These cus-
tom made �laments also have the advantage that they are tailored in size to match
the sample when mounted next to each other. The �laments are set in series, since
the power supply used3 has an Imax of 5\mathrm{A}. The two �laments combined consume
\approx 100\mathrm{W}(3.75\mathrm{A} \cdot 33\mathrm{V}) when a Tmax of 2700\mathrm{K} is reached. The highest measured
temperature during testing was > 3000\mathrm{K}.
The sample is held at a positive bias, while the electron source is grounded; thereby

the emitted electrons are accelerated towards the sample. The power supply4 allows
for a maximum accelerating potential of 5.0 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{V} and power output of 3 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{W}. Therefore,
the electron beam is limited to a maximum current of 600\mathrm{m}\mathrm{A} by the power supply.
In practice an accelerating voltage of 4.0 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{V} and a power output of 2 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{W} has proven
su�cient to ful�ll the maximum-temperature and ramp-rate speci�cations. This is
shown in �gure 3.8.
During tests using a prototype of the electron beam heater with a thin (tens of

µ\mathrm{m}) W foil it was observed that at the onset of the electron current the beam shape
represents a projection of the �laments. However, with increasing electron current
(Ie - > 2 mA), it becomes a homogeneous ellipse, which covers the whole sample.
To focus the beam and to minimize electron loss onto the chamber walls, a Wehnelt
cylinder at �oating potential is placed behind, and around the �laments.
To better understand the in�uence of the Wehnelt cylinder's position and the accel-

erating potential on beam spot size and geometry, simulations were performed using
the ion tracing software SIMION5 [55]. A simpli�ed setup geometry is implemented
and values for the electric potential of each component are de�ned in SIMION. With
this information as boundary conditions it then solves the Laplace equation, thereby
calculating the shape of the potential �eld from which the electron trajectories are
derived. SIMION was used to get a feeling for the expected trajectories and test
multiple designs. As a �nal step, a simpli�ed CAD model of the setup geometry
was used as input geometry for a simulation in IBSIMU [56] by K. Schmid. IBSIMU

3FUG - NTN 350-65
4Technix - SR5KV-3KW
5version SIMION 8.1.1.32-2013-05-20
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was chosen, because, as opposed to SIMION, it can take into account space charge
e�ects properly. Also CAD �les can be directly imported as the setup geometry in
IBSIMU. The result shows that all electron trajectories coalesce in a small area at
the center of the sample (�gure 3.5). Therefore, the fraction of electrons expected
to impinge on the sample holder is very small.

Figure 3.5: Visualization of a heater design
study with electron trajectories (red lines)
as calculated by IBSIMU for Uac = 100\mathrm{V}.

Since there is a stable, quasilinear
dependency (equation 3.1) of electron
source �lament current (Ifil) to sample
temperature (TS) for TS > 600\mathrm{K} an
open loop control system is used, i.e.,
there is only a feed-forward control of
the current through the �laments. Ifil
is ramped up linearly. This avoids the
use of a potentially unreliable temperat-
ure measurement as control parameter
for the controler.

3.3.5 Vacuum System

The system is designed to minimize the
background pressure in the main cham-
ber. Vacuum is maintained by three
turbo molecular pumps, two of which
are mounted in series on top of the main
chamber6. The third is mounted on
the load lock7. Furthermore, the pump
labeled (1a) in �gure 3.1 has a Holweck

stage, which gives it a largely improved hydrogen compression ratio with respect to
a standard pump. Based on the vessel volume (V) and nominal pumping speed (S)
of the main turbo molecular pump, the system's pumping time constant \tau = V

S is
calculated to be 30\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s}. An experimental determination gave values of 50\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s} for D2

and 64\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s} for He. As can be seen in �gure 3.6, these values are close to the time
resolution of the mass spectrometer. Furthermore, the accuracy of the determined
pumping time constant values is limited by the manual operation of the gas-source
valve.
Baking the main chamber and its adjunct parts from the outside at \approx 190 \circ \mathrm{C} for

\approx 3 days reduces the base pressure down to \approx 1\times 10 - 10\mathrm{m}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}, as this speeds up the
desorption of water from the vessel walls.

6This is a two stage setup consisting of a Leybold - Turbovac 1000 C, with a Leybold - Turbovac
90i as prepump.

7Pfei�er - TMU 071
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(a) QMS during the closing of the He leak
bottle. \tau = 64\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s}.
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(b) QMS during the closing of the D2 leak
bottle. \tau = 50\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s}

Figure 3.6: Experimental pumping constant determination by QMS scan during the
closing of a leak bottle. The QMS is set to its highest possible time resolution. The
emission current of the ionizer �lament was set to 0.1\mathrm{m}\mathrm{A}. The exponential �t from
which \tau is determined is shown in red.
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Figure 3.7: QMS scan during the �lling of
the cold trap in the load lock with LN.

Recontamination of the main cham-
ber is minimized by keeping any newly
inserted sample in the load lock for at
least 12 \mathrm{h}. Then the liquid nitrogen
(LN) cold trap is activated which re-
duces the total pressure and the water
related background by a factor > 2, as
can be seen in �gure 3.7. Only after the
cold trap has been active for 0.5 \mathrm{h}, the
load lock and main chamber are connec-
ted and the sample is transferred.
In order to minimize the contamina-

tion due to particles entering the main
chamber from the load lock, the sample
holder is designed to minimize the mo-
lecular conductance between the two. This is achieved by the two metal discs
(Ø62\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}), at least one of which is in the transfer pipe (Ø63\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}) when the sample
holder is in position for a measurement to take place. They each narrow the pipe
down to an approximately 1x200 \mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} slit. This reduces the pressure in the main
chamber by \approx 70\% and allows a ratio of pLoad

pmain
> 50 to be maintained.
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Figure 3.8: QMS raw data for four selected mass channels, Tmeasured (pink) and
Ifil (orange) during the heating ramp of an "empty", i.e., unimplanted W sample.

3.3.6 Mass Spectrometry Measurement

The particle e�usion �uxes are measured by a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS)8

with a cross-beam ion source. Its aperture is placed at the center of the measurement
chamber. The QMS has a water cooled housing to mitigate the e�ect of a heat source
in close proximity. Furthermore, the sample holder and heater can be placed such
that there is no line of sight between QMS aperture and sample.
The QMS is calibrated by precision leak bottles using either helium (leak rate (L)=

4.93\times 10 - 6 atoms\ast \mathrm{c}\mathrm{m}3

\mathrm{s} ) or deuterium (L = 1.32\times 10 - 6molecules\ast \mathrm{c}\mathrm{m}3

\mathrm{s} - their respective
signal height can be seen in �gure 3.6). The QMS sensitivity can be regulated by
changing the emission current of the ionizer �lament. This value has to be chosen
such that: a) The 4 amu

q signal is as high as possible. b) The detector does not
saturate. This was achieved by a value of 0.1\mathrm{m}\mathrm{A} in this work. When set to this
value, the sensitivity is of the order of 1 count per second per 1\times 1010 He

\mathrm{s} . However
the secondary electron multiplier's (SEM) electron yield decays with the number

8Pfei�er/In�con DMM 422
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of particles it has registered. A new calibration is, therefore, performed after each
measurement. The development of the e�usion for four selected mass channels during
the heating ramp of an empty sample is shown in �gure 3.8. The signal relevant for
He, the

\Bigl( 
4 amu

q

\Bigr) 
channel has an acceptable (< 10 cps) background up to 2400\mathrm{K}.

From there on it rises exponentially.
Of the mass channels shown in the �gure (3, 4, 18, 28 amu

q ), channel 18 is pre-
dominantly H20+. Channel 3 and 4 stem from HD+ and D+

2 . Note how these rise in
unison as �rst the sample and then later the surrounding surfaces heat up. In the
channel 28 signal, the switching on of the electron source �lament is clearly visible as
spike at t = 400 \mathrm{s}. In the same channel an undetermined N2 or CO desorption peak
is present around t = 950 \mathrm{s}. Finally, it is noteworthy that the detector saturates
above 2\times 106 cps and hence the signal in channel 18 and 28 saturates when the
peak temperature is reached. In a normal measurement cycle this must be avoided
as a) data gained from such a measurement is incomplete, b) detector degradation
is largely accelerated.
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

In this section the results of both measurement and simulation are presented. Of the
samples discussed, all but one were implanted to �uences < 2\times 1021\mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}/\mathrm{m}2 where
no blistering was expected [57]. This threshold was con�rmed in the experiment
here as only the sample implanted to a �uence above the threshold showed blistering
visible to the naked eye. It was attempted to perform all implantations at room
temperature. Due to experimental constraints the 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implantations were carried
out at 300\mathrm{K} and the 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implantations at 325\mathrm{K}. The sample preparation and the
implantation devices used are described in section 2.6. A list of all samples measured
in this work is found in appendix B.

4.1 Modelling

Before any experiments were conducted, He TPD spectra were simulated using the
current knowledge base as input for the rate-equation code TESSIM-X (described
in section 2.4). The e�usion �ux from He-implanted samples was modelled. The
input parameters used are those given in table 4.1 if no other values are explicitly
mentioned. Most of the values are taken from computational studies. A linear
heating ramp starting at 300\mathrm{K} going up to 2600\mathrm{K} at a rate of 2\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s} is used in all
simulations.
In �gure 4.1 the e�ect of a variation in attempt frequency (see equation 2.4) on the

e�usion spectrum is displayed. The values are varied over four orders of magnitude,
from the value suggested by van Veen (2\times 1015 s - 1) [18], over a value obtained
from molecular dynamics (2\times 1013 s - 1) [22], to down below the Debye frequency
(\nu Debye = 8.1\times 1012 s - 1) of tungsten. From the �gure the importance of using the
correct attempt frequency becomes clear, as the 5.1 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} desorption peak is shifted by
> 500\mathrm{K} from \approx 1950\mathrm{K} to \approx 2500\mathrm{K}, depending on which attempt frequency is used.
Integration over the simulated desorption spectra from �gure 4.1 yields a decrease in
He retention by 12\% for a four order of magnitude increase in \nu a. In the following
simulations \nu a is �xed at 1\times 1014 s - 1 as it lies between the extremes.
In order to study the e�ect of a variation in incident He �uence, implantation with

0.8\mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} He followed by a heating ramp was simulated for four di�erent �uences.
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parameter value units note

He implantation range 1.13 µ\mathrm{m} a*

straggling of He 2260 Å a*

re�ection coe�cient 0.0026 unitless b*

layer thickness 1, 0.3, 1, 100 µ\mathrm{m} -

discretization of layers 10, 10, 10, 10000 \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m} -

activation energy 5.0, 3.1, 3.0, 2.9, 3.0, 2.6, 2.3 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} c

attempt frequency 1\times 1014 s - 1 d

fraction of traps per W atom 30, 300, 1, 1 10 - 5 a e

migration energy 0.12 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} f

di�usion coe�cient 2.5\times 10 - 8 \mathrm{m}2 \mathrm{s} - 1 f

�ux 1\times 1018 He \mathrm{m} - 2 \mathrm{s} g

heating rate 2 \mathrm{K} \mathrm{s} - 1 -

Table 4.1: Parameters used for the TESSIM-X calculations. A more extensive table
that includes the names of the variables as used in the code is given in appendix B.3.
aRange tables in SRIM-2008.04 [58].
bW. Eckstein's re�ection tables [59].
cDensity functional theory calculation from [22] �gure 6.
dThis value was chosen as it lies between 2\times 1015 s - 1 given in [18] and 2\times 1013 s - 1 calculated by
molecular dynamics in [22]; both are higher than the Debye frequency, which is 8.1\times 1012 s - 1 for
tungsten.
eDamage pro�le calculated with SRIM and scaled to match the experimentally determined damage
level.
fAb initio calculation [60].
gValid for the high-current ion source.
* Parameter valid for implantations with 800 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} He ions.

The result of this parameter scan from 7.7\times 1018 He
\mathrm{m}2 to 7.7\times 1021 He

\mathrm{m}2 is presented in
�gure 4.2. The �ll-level-dependent detrapping energy manifests itself in the result
of this simulation. At the lowest �uence traps are singly occupied and the He has
the highest detrapping energy because the singly occupied trap requires the highest
detrapping energy. For successively larger �uences the traps are �lled with multiple
He atoms and successively lower detrapping energies become available. Therefore,
the high temperature peak grows �rst whilst the low-temperature peaks only follow
with increased �uence. The retention is found to �rst increase from 34\% to 91\% (of
the implanted He �uence) for the step from the �rst to the second lowest �uence.
Then it decreases for each additional order of magnitude increase in �uence to �rst
73\% and then 9\%.
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Figure 4.1: Simulated desorption spectra calculated with TESSIM-X for di�erent
attempt frequencies. All other parameters were held constant (See table 4.1) while
the frequency at which an He atom attempts to escape from a trap(\nu a) is varied.
The graph obtained when assuming a value close to the Debye frequency is displayed
as a thick blue line.

The e�ect of a variation in ion energy was also simulated. The necessary change
in implantation parameters for each of the three energies used is shown in table 4.2.

energy re�ection coe�cient range
\bigl[ 
Å
\bigr] 

longitudinal straggling
\bigl[ 
Å
\bigr] 

[59] SRIM-2008.04 [58] SRIM-2008.04 [58]
50 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} 0.6920 5 15
1 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} 0.5073 32 70

800 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} 0.0026 11300 2260

Table 4.2: Implantation parameters used in the simulation displayed in �gure 4.3.
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 7.7 1020 He m-2

 7.7 1021 He m-2

Figure 4.2: Simulated He desorption spectra calculated with TESSIM-X for
various implanted �uences. The input parameters held constant are given in table 4.1.

The incident �uence was adjusted to balance the re�ection coe�cients' energy de-
pendence, so that the amount of implanted He is the same for all energies. The
results are plotted in �gure 4.3. Although the implantation parameters were chosen
to produce an equal amount of implanted He for each energy, the low energy implant-
ations show orders of magnitude less He desorption and retention drops from 73\%
to \approx 3\% for the low energies. This is attributed to the di�erence in implantation
range which increases the number of He atoms di�using out of the sample for low
energy implantation. Another interesting, albeit unexplained, result is that the high
temperature peak is lower for the 1 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} than for the 50 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implantation.
When comparing the retention in all simulations, the 800 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implantation exhibit

a retention more than two orders of magnitude higher than for the 50 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} and 1 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}
implantations. Only for the highest �uence of the 800 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implantations a smaller
di�erence is observed.
When comparing the simulation results displayed in �gure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 to
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Figure 4.3: Simulated desorption spectra calculated with TESSIM-X for various
implantation energies. The other parameters are held constant (See table 4.1) while
energy and thereby the penetration depth of the incident atoms is varied. Only the
incident �uence was adjusted in such a manner that the net implanted �uence was
the same for all energies.

measurements from the literature, it becomes clear that they give no more than a
qualitative estimate and the desorption peak positions are o� by hundreds of degrees
or are missing. He retention is at best qualitatively predicted, with results in the
right order of magnitude. While this is unsatisfying, it was to be expected for a
number of causes. These will be discussed in the following:

1. The parameters used to run TESSIM-X for He are mostly taken from compu-
tational studies, because they are not well or not at all known experimentally.
For example, for the migration energy, values between 0.01 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} and 0.25 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} are
given, depending on the study referred to. For the binding energies some val-
ues are known, however it is not clear to which exact detrapping process they
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belong to. For the attempt frequency either assumptions (such as the Debye
frequency) or computational values are used. These values can di�er by more
than two orders of magnitude.

2. TESSIM-X was designed to simulate hydrogen isotope implantation and dif-
fusion. It does not contain some of the physics which is important for He
implantation and di�usion in solids. Therefore, even if all input parameters
were chosen correctly, the results would deviate from reality. For example:

a) TESSIM-X uses �xed trap density distributions, it therefore

i. cannot account for ion damage produced during the implantation

ii. is oblivious to the concept of trap mutation which makes the capacity
of traps increase with the amount of He trapped.

iii. does not include mesoscopic phenomena acting as traps such as nan-
obubbles in its physics model.

b) TESSIM-X calculates di�usion in the perfect lattice assuming jumps
between tetrahedral sites, while for He it is unclear whether the path
via tetra- or octahedral sites or a combination of both is taken [60, 61].

c) only one trap type is implemented, however in reality several types of
traps exist.

In conclusion, the results obtained with this incomplete physics model, the cur-
rently available set of input parameters and without any �tting to experimental
results, at most provide a general idea about the relation of atomic-level parameters
to the quantities measured.
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Figure 4.4: ERDA Calibration Sample: An amorphous deuterated hydrocarbon
layer containing helium (a-C:H:D:He) is used to obtain the energy calibration.

4.2 ERDA Results

The absolute He content and its depth distribution in the sample were determined by
ERDA. The measurements were conducted using the setup described in section 2.5.2.
In order to absolutely quantify the measurement results a calibration sample was
measured by ERDA and NRA �rst.

4.2.1 Energy Calibration

An amorphous, deuterated, He-containing hydrocarbon (a-C:H:D:He) layer plasma-
deposited in an atmosphere of CH4,CD4 and He on a Si-wafer is used as calibration
sample. In �gure 4.4 the data obtained from this sample with a 15\mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} 16O beam is
displayed. The three peaks visible are H, D and He. Sputtered C and re�ected 16O
are not detected because the are stopped in the detector foil of the ERDA setup.
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Since the sample is only 53 \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m} thick, the thin layer approximation is valid, i.e., the
layer thickness is below the depth resolution of the measurement and therefore the
peaks can be treated as pure surface peaks. Therefore, when the channel number at
the center of the peaks is plotted against the energy calculated for an atom knocked
out of the surface, the channel number to energy conversion is obtained. Using this
procedure with H- and D-peak position as input, an energy calibration was obtained.
With this calibration it was discovered that the He is not in the hydrocarbon layer
but at the interface to the Si. The result can be seen in the excellent agreement of
simulation and measurement in �gure 4.4. The �ts displayed were calculated with
SimNRA 7.00 [62] using the scattering cross sections presented in [9].
The measurement also displays the main advantage of ERDA, as here the di�erent

light elements present in the sample (H,D,He) are clearly distinguishable without
background. The low level signal left of the H and D peaks is not noise, but trace
concentrations of these elements in the Si substrate.

4.2.2 Absolute Quanti�cation

The cross section data presented in [9] was used to analyze the ERDA data. These
cross sections were originally obtained from SigmaCalc [63], i.e., obtained by using
experimental data to determine the parameters of a scattering model that was then
used to calculate the scattering cross section at the angle needed. It is known from
comparison with experimental data (taken at \theta = 170\circ ) that the calculated cross
section reproduces all relevant nuclear resonances quantitatively [64]. However, the
absolute quantitativeness still needs to be referenced independently.
Therefore, 3He NRA was performed on the a-C:H:D:He layer. This method gives

both an energy calibration and the absolute D content in one measurement. The
result is displayed in �gure 4.5. Three narrow peaks (labelled p0, p1 and p2) from
the 12C(3He,p0,1,2)14N nuclear reaction are visible, the one with the lowest energy
is partially overlapped by the signal of 3He backscattered from the surface. At high
energies there is a broader peak from the D(3He,p)4He reaction. All four peaks were
used to calculate the channel number to energy conversion using the same procedure
as in the previous section. With the energy calibration known, the total D content of
the sample was determined by �tting the D peak using the experimental cross section
from [34] in SimNRA. The same was done for the D peak of the ERDA measurement.
The cross section used for the latter was obtained from SigmaCalc [9, 63]. The NRA
result is 1.77\pm 0.10\times 1021\mathrm{D}/\mathrm{m}2, while the ERDA result is 1.26\pm 0.09\times 1021\mathrm{D}/\mathrm{m}2.
The error contains the statistical error (one standard deviation), a charge measure-
ment error of 3\% and the error of the cross section which was assumed to be 5\%.
The absolute quantitativeness of NRA with the D(3He,p)4He reaction has been con-
�rmed by comparison to TPD measurements [35]. As NRA is known to be accurate
within a few percent [34], all ERDA results given in the following are therefore the
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Figure 4.5: The same a-C:H:D:He as in �gure 4.4 measured by NRA

measured values multiplied by a correction factor of 1.40 \pm 0.13 derived from the
NRA-ERDA comparison.

4.2.3 Measurement of He-implanted W

Four W samples, implanted with He at 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} or 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}, were selected for measure-
ment with ERDA. No \mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} range He-implanted samples were chosen as the implant-
ation depth of He at these energies (dHe(300 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V})) \equiv 500 \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m}) [58] is larger than the
4He detection range of ERDA (dERDA < 500 \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m}) [9].
The measured He peaks are displayed in �gure 4.6. In this �gure the signal counts

are normalized to the amount of charge collected on the sample. The sample numbers
(C0158 etc.) are given for later reference. Each peak was �tted with SimNRA.
For the 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implanted samples the peaks are non-Gaussian. The peak shape is
evidence of the He not being limited to the surface region. It is further noteworthy
that the sample implanted to 1.2\times 1020 He

\mathrm{m}2 with 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} He ions has its the 64 counts
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Figure 4.6: ERDA measurement (solid lines) and �ts (dashed lines) performed with
SimNRA[62] of four He-implanted W samples. The implantation energy and �uence
are given for each sample. While there is a large variation in the signals strength
even the weakest signal (sample C0168) is signi�cant. More information about the
implantation conditions is given in table B.1.

distributed over a range of 400 channels. This also is strong evidence for a low
He concentration reaching deep into the sample. For the sample implanted with
1.2\times 1019 He

\mathrm{m}2 at 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} the detected signal comes exclusively form the near surface
region. However, results for the latter sample are not conclusive, because even in the
peak region the He concentration was close to the detection threshold.
The depth pro�les corresponding to the SimNRA �ts are displayed in �gure 4.7.

The error bars of the depth pro�les given in �gure 4.7 (and also of the absolute con-
centrations presented later in �gure 4.16) contain an assumed charge measurement
error of 3% for the ERDA measurement, its statistical error and the error introduced
by the correction factor. Since all depth pro�les go to zero before the maximum
depth range of the ERDA measurement, it is assumed that all He retained in the
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 100 eV

Depth [nm]

Figure 4.7: ERDA He depth pro�les obtained from the �ts in �gure 4.6. Addi-
tionally the implantation range (dashed lines) and the implantation zones (patterned
areas) as de�ned by the straggling both derived by SRIM are plotted.

samples was detected by ERDA. The width of the depth pro�le steps in �gure 4.7 is
within the depth resolution as calculated from ResolNRA [9]1, and therefore physic-
ally meaningful.
The presence of He up to a depth of nearly 300 \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m} is in stark contrast to the range

and straggling, i.e., implantation distribution width, in W as calculated with SRIM.
Figure 4.8 shows the predicted implantation pro�le for both cases. The range of
the distributions is 0.7 \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m} and 13.6 \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m}, while their straggling is 2.0 \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m} and 21.7 \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m},
respectively.

1A repetition of the calculation from [9] with a more recent version of SimNRA that has a more
accurate physics model can be found in appendix A.3.
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100 eV 1.2 1021 He m-2

100 eV 1.2 1020 He m-2

Figure 4.8: The He implantation depth pro�le calculated with SRIM in Kinchin-Pease
mode is displayed.
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4.3 TPD Results

4.3 TPD Results

Using the new setup described in chapter 3.3 four samples were outgased. These
samples had been implanted in two implantation campaigns with 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} He ions at
a �ux of 2\times 1018 He

\mathrm{m}2 \mathrm{s}
. Nominal incident �uence was 1.9\times 1021 He

\mathrm{m}2 . One sample
(C0169) was exposed to a higher �uence of 2.5\times 1021 He

\mathrm{m}2 to con�rm the blistering
threshold. Another (C0158) had been measured by ERDA before the TPD measure-
ment.
The TPD measurements were conducted as follows: First the sample was placed

in the load lock and pumped over night. Then the LN cold trap was activated. After
waiting another \approx 30\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} the sample was �nally transferred to the measurement
chamber. Each sample was subjected to two heating ramps. The �rst to measure
the e�usion signal of He and the second to determine the background signal. The
cool-down time in between was \geq 3 \mathrm{h}. The ramps were manually stopped just before
the QMS would saturate. A calibration using a He leak bottle was performed after
every ramp. The heating ramp used was approximately 1.0\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s} for all but one sample
(C0156). Only for this sample it was faster; approximately 2.3\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s}. An overview of
all TPD measurement results is given in �gure 4.9. The error bars on the e�usion-�ux
value represent one standard deviation. When absolute He content values are given,
the uncertainty of the calibrated He leak bottle (8.0%)2 is added. The temperatures
displayed are calculated as described in section 3.3.3.
For further processing the temperature versus time curves shown in �gure 4.9 were

smoothed using a code provided by U. von Toussaint that implements a Bayesian
spline �t [65]. The smoothed temperature curve was used to convert the e�usion �ux
from time to temperature dependence using equation 2.5 presented in section 2.3.2.
The resulting graphs are displayed in �gure 4.10.
From the displayed measurements a number of observations are made:

1. The background is reproducible. Its onset temperature is proportional to the
heating rate. In the measurement displayed in �gure 4.9d the background
measurement was aborted prematurely by a technical failure.

2. The temperature ramps of the initial measurements in �gure 4.9a and 4.9c
have plateaus. Their position is ramp-rate dependent. It is less pronounced
for slower ramps. This is attributed to a change in heat conduction from the
sample to the sample holder. Two possible mechanisms are that either the
sample moves due to the thermal expansion of the sample holder foil or be-
cause welding occurs. Further evidence for the latter process is that the samples

2For Sample C0156 a deuterium (D2) leak bottle was used. When a He leak bottle became
available a conversion factor from D2 to He calibration was experimentally determined. This
measurement therefore also must take into account the D2 leak bottle error. Their combined
uncertainty is 9.4%.
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(b) 2.5\times 1021 \mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}/\mathrm{m}2
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(c) 1.9\times 1021 \mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}/\mathrm{m}2
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(d) 1.9\times 1021 \mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}/\mathrm{m}2

Figure 4.9: TPD measurement data as a function of time for 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} He-implanted
W samples. Red is the �rst and blue is the second measurement of the same sample.
The diamonds display the He e�usion �ux [\mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}/\mathrm{s}]. Its statistical error is smaller than
the symbol size used. The dashed lines show the current passed through the electron
source Ifil [\mathrm{A}] and the continuous lines the sample temperature T [\mathrm{K}].
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4.4 Notes on the Usage of the TPD Setup

"stick" to the sample holder after the measurements. Their bonding was suf-
�ciently strong as to tear the foil when removing the sample. Spikes in the
temperature measurements are hypothesized to be due to arcs that tempor-
arily reduce the accelerating voltage. This reduces the power �ux and makes
the temperature drop instantly. In the measurement displayed in �gure 4.9d,
many small temperature spikes are visible. These are early indicators of the
breakdown that lead to the abort of the second ramp in this measurement.

3. When a 1.0\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s} heating rate is used, all measured desorption peaks appear dur-
ing the heating ramp. For the faster 2.3\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s} heating rate, however, additional
holding time at the maximum temperature (\approx 2900\mathrm{K}) is required before the
last peak desorbs. Because the �nal peak for the 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} He-implanted samples
appears only shortly before the exponential increase of the background, it was
decided not to measure any of the samples implanted with He at energies two
orders of magnitude higher. The He implanted in these samples has to di�use a
longer distance to the surface (1\times 103 \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m} compared with 2\times 101 \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m} for 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}
implantations), therefore, the peak is expected to desorb after the exponential
increase of the background. It is planned to measure these samples once the
background has been pushed to higher temperatures by technical measures.

4.4 Notes on the Usage of the TPD Setup

Originally a total of 19 TPD measurements were planned. This number had to be
reduced because the setup's high-voltage stability decayed quickly. This produced
unsteady temperature ramps such as seen in the background measurements in �g-
ure 4.9b and 4.9d. When further tests using dummy samples were, made it was
discovered that part of this problem was due to arcing. The arcs were found cap-
able of evaporating part of the sample holder foil and disabling the thermocouple
temperature measurement by overcharging it. When the sample holder and electron
source were disassembled it was discovered that most of the insulating ceramics had
been coated with metal by physical vapor deposition, i.e., the insulation had been
short circuited. Subsequent chemical and thermal cleaning showed that the coatings
mayor component was brass. However, other metallic deposits (Most probably W
and Re) and carbon were discovered to. The brass was a residue from the spark
erosion machining of the W components. After cleaning (by acid, sand blasting and
heating) and replacement of some of the coated ceramics, the functionality of the
system was restored for temperature ramps up to 2000\mathrm{K}. Above this temperature
small drops in the temperature ramp continued to occur. During the renewed testing
an increased signal in the 19 amu

q channel was discovered. This was attributed to
�uorine being released during the thermally induced decomposition of the polytet-
ra�uoroethylene ("Tel�on") coating of the high voltage supply cable. The 19 amu

q
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channel can play an important for the quanti�cation of deuterium desorption meas-
urements, because in this channel HDO+, a possible D-containing release product, is
detected. As this was threatening to jeopardize the other TESS users measurements,
any further repair attempts were put on hold.
While the brass coatings were a preventable one-time occurrence, evaporation of

W and Re, and possibly also Mo and Al2O3 (although these components are further
away from the heat source) will remain relevant issues. The insulator ceramics require
periodic cleaning, because at the temperatures reached the materials used have vapor
pressures that are signi�cant. Even W has an evaporation rate of 1\times 1019 atoms

m2 s
at

2900\mathrm{K}. Furthermore, WO2, which is present on any sample that has been exposed
to air at a concentration of approximately 6\times 1019WO2

m2 [66], will be fully evaporated
during a heating ramp. The evaporation rates of the most relevant materials are
given in appendix A.4.
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(b) 2.5\times 1021 \mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}/\mathrm{m}2
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(c) 1.9\times 1021 \mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}/\mathrm{m}2
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(d) 1.9\times 1021 \mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}/\mathrm{m}2

Figure 4.10: TPD spectra from �gure 4.9 as function of temperature. The
data were converted as explained in section 2.3.2. The red line is the �rst and the
blue line is the second measurement of the same sample.
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4.5 Discussion of Experimental Results

4.5.1 Desorption Peaks

Each TPD measurement presented yielded multiple He desorption peaks. In the
following it will be discussed what information can be deduced from them. This will
be achieved by comparing the He implantation conditions and TPD heating ramp
settings to the peak con�guration obtained.
All measurements yield a roughly similar peak pattern consisting of a well de�ned

low-temperature peak with its maximum at around 500\mathrm{K}, a broad area spanning
nearly 1500\mathrm{K} where most of the He e�usion occurs and a peak just before the
residual background saturates the QMS detector. First of all, in order to interpret
�gures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 correctly, the total amount of He retained in the samples
needs to be discussed. The three samples compared were nominally, i.e., as measured
by the charge counter of the implantation device, subjected to the same �uence of
1.9\times 1021 He

\mathrm{m}2 . However, when integrating over the TPD spectra to determine each
samples total He content, a discrepancy arises. Samples C0156 and C0158 have
an identical He content within the margin of error. Sample C0170 however was
found to have a He content amounting to 0.20 \pm 0.04 of the other samples. This
TPD measurement result is taken to be correct, because, as part of the standard
measurement procedure, the measurement was calibrated to the absolute value of a
He leak bottle after each ramp. The error is assumed to lie with the implantation
source's charge measurement. This assumption is made for the following reasons:

1. The ERDA measurement con�rms the TPD result for sample C0158.

2. Another sample exposed in the same separate implantation campaign as the
outlier (C0170) to a higher �uence (C0169), also has a lower He content than
expected. Albeit, its lack of retained He is not as pronounced as that of the
outlier.

3. At the time of writing of this thesis the calibration of the implantation device
was still under dispute.

This unfortunate deviation makes the following discussion of TPD spectra shapes
more di�cult, as the outlier was intended to be the reference sample. All comparisons
are with samples from the �rst implantation series. Under these circumstances only
peak positions, but not peak magnitudes, can be compared.
The low-temperature peak has been observed and discussed by E.V. Kornelsen.

It is argued that this peak originates from a surface-related trapping site, because
its amplitude is dependent �rstly on the crystal face implanted and secondly on the
amount of CO adsorbed at the surface [6]. In this work, a plateau-like structure (it
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of a fast and slow TPD ramp:Both samples were
implanted under nominally identical conditions. C0156 (dark blue) was TPDed with
a ramp rate of \approx 2.3\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s}, while C0170 (light blue) was heated with approx. 1.0\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s}

can be seen in the �rst peak of �gure 4.11, a magni�cation of which is shown separ-
ately in �gure 4.12) is observed that makes it likely that it consists of two or more
overlapping peaks. In �gure 4.12 these are seen to shift in desorption temperature
in relation to ramp rate by \approx 15\mathrm{K} for P1a and \approx 65\mathrm{K} for P1b. The comparison
in �gure 4.13 of a TPD spectrum of a sample measured by ERDA, i.e., partially
subjected to a 15\mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} 16O ion beam, to a sample not subjected to ion beam dam-
aging, suggests that peak P1 is not due to a surface related site. In the spectrum
of the ion-damaged sample the peak is delayed and broadened with respect to that
obtained from the undamaged sample. This can be explained by retrapping of He,
while di�using to the surface, in traps generated by ion bombardment. The high-
energy ion bombardment produced more traps (1.2\times 1022 vacancies

m2
3) than the initial

amount of He implanted (1.9\times 1021 He
m2 ). As side e�ect of this delayed e�usion the

peak's double structure also becomes better visible. Since the ERDA measurements

3as calculated in SRIM using the Kinchin-Pease mode with 90 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} lattice binding energy.
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Figure 4.12: Detailed view of peak 1 from �gure 4.11.

only a�ected about 33% of the implanted area, the TPD spectrum is in e�ect an
overlay of the He e�usion �ux from a damaged and undamaged sample. Therefore,
the onset of the �rst peak is still at the same temperature, while the �rst subpeak
P1a is shifted by > 50\mathrm{K} and subpeak P1b by > 200\mathrm{K} to higher temperature. These
details are clearly visible in �gure 4.14.
In the central region reaching from\approx 750\mathrm{K} to\approx 2250\mathrm{K} in �gure 4.11, a broad peak

and, within it, a very sharp symmetrical peak are visible. The sharp peak does not
represent any desorption energy level, but is created by a plateau in the temperature
ramp. The plateau only occurs when a sample is heated for the �rst time after having
been inserted into the measurement chamber. It is suggested that this occurs when
the sample either moves or connects with the sample holder and by either of these
processes the conductive heat �ow from the sample to the holder increases. It occurs
at 1100\mathrm{K} for the low 1.0\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s} ramp rate, but is delayed to > 1400\mathrm{K} for the 2.3\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s}
ramp rate. This is the case because under these conditions the total energy delivered
to the sample - and therefore indirectly to the sample holder - is lower for any point
in the measurement for the fast heating rate. Therefore the sample holder reaches a
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Figure 4.13: E�ect of ion damage on He e�usion: Both samples (C0158 and
C0170) were implanted under nominally identical conditions and subject to heating
ramps of the order of 1.0\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s}. Sample C0158 was in addition measured by ERDA
before TPD, hence 33% of the implanted area was bombarded with 15\mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} 16O ions,
simulations with SRIM predict 1.2\times 1022 vac

\mathrm{m}2 to be generated, the peak dpa is 0.2.

su�cient temperature for this binding process to occur, when the sample already is
at a higher temperature.
When compared with TPD spectra from the literature achieving a similar temper-

ature range, it is most noteworthy that, in contrast to most other high temperature
measurements, in the spectra measured in this work there is no distinct peak struc-
ture. The only notable exception is a series of above displacement-damage-threshold
implantations, where a structure similar to the low and mid temperature range in
this work is seen [47, 67]. This is unexpected because in the literature a ramp rate of
the order of 40\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s} was used, whereas in this work the ramp rate is < 2.5\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s}, so the
peaks in this work should have been more distinctly visible. The shape of the peak
does neither represent a �rst nor second order peak. It is suggested that this is the
superposition of many peaks representing distinct binding energies. That the peak
spans 1600\mathrm{K} implies a large number of possible detrapping energies. This observation
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none

P1bP1bP1a P1a

Figure 4.14: E�ect of ion damage on He e�usion of the low-temperature

peak: Detailed view of the low-temperature peak displayed in �gure 4.13.

is in accordance with the computational prediction suggesting a near continuous band
of binding energies for He self-trapping in W in the 2.0 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} < Edetrapping < 4.0 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}
range [22]. This implies that the He is in many multiply occupied trap sites, some
of which might possibly be nano bubbles.
In the high temperature region, approximately 200\mathrm{K} before the 4 amu

q channel
background saturates the detector, another peak is visible. For the 2.3\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s} ramp its
onset is at 2500\mathrm{K} and for the 1.0\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s} ramp at 2250\mathrm{K}. Of the measurements described
in the literature, only one has potentially detected this peak [47, 67]. Even in that
work it is questionable that this peak was detected as the heating rate used was
40\mathrm{K}/\mathrm{s}, i.e., all peaks will have been strongly shifted to higher temperatures. More
recently only Y. Gasparyan has shown a setup that is potentially capable of detecting
this peak [48]. However, to date it has not been used on samples implanted with He
at \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} energies. The high temperature peak is probably due to helium detrapping
from vacancies, when the He

vac ratio is < 2 [22].
This large spectrum of available binding energies prevented any peak from being

distinctly resolved. Therefore, the detrapping energy and attempt frequency could
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not be calculated for any trap. This also made it impossible to apply peak shape
analysis.
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Figure 4.15: The fraction of He desorbed in
a speci�c peak region with respect to the
total amount of He desorbed is displayed.

The amount of He desorbed in each
peak is compared with the total amount
of He desorbed from a sample in �g-
ure 4.15. The fraction of He desorbed
in the mid temperature range is within
0.72\pm 0.03 for all samples. The remain-
ing He desorption is evenly split between
the low- and high-temperature peaks.
Only the sample implanted to a higher
�uence (C0169) than the others shows a
signi�cant deviation from this pattern.
Here the low-temperature He desorption
is > 4 times larger than the high tem-
perature desorption. This is attributed
to a larger fraction of the retained He-
lium being trapped in blisters.
Therefore, taking into account that,

as explained previously, the usual TPD setup will not detect the high temperature
peak, it is concluded that most literature values for absolute He content derived by
TPD should be treated with care and considered as lower limits. This underestima-
tion is expected to be higher for deeper implantations, as here there additionally is
a shift to high temperatures due to the larger distance the He has to di�use to the
surface.
For the 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implantations in this work the He content would have been under-

estimated by 5\% to 15\%. The results displayed in this work, however, have been
shown to have complete He desorption, as the He content of the samples was de-
termined prior to TPD by an independent method. The absolute He content value
determined by ERDA matches - within the error bars - the value determined by the
TPD measurement. As argued earlier, the retained He is all within the detection
range of ERDA. From this the conclusion is drawn that all He is being desorbed
during the TPD ramps.

4.5.2 He Migration Dynamics

When discussing the ERDA results, it is assumed that all He detected is retained
in extrinsic trapping sites. This assumption is made because He in lattice sites -
both octa or tetrahedral - has a migration energy that makes it mobile at room
temperature. Therefore, all He in lattice sites will have e�used from the sample by
the time it was measured with ERDA days after it was implanted. The depth pro�les
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reach more than 250 \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m} beyond the implantation zones (compare �gure 4.7 and 4.8),
demonstrating the high mobility of an He atom in a W lattice before it encounters
an extrinsic trapping site. The He depth pro�les most notable feature is the lack of a
di�usion front as a limited amount of traps would have generated. Instead the height
and width of the distribution both increase with �uence, both for implantations below
(100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}) and above (6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}) the damage threshold. Self trapping and trap mutation
are good explanations for this behavior. They allow for an unsaturable reservoir of
available trapping sites. The evidence for trap mutation seen in the 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implanted
samples is that here the He concentration found beyond the implantation range is
well above the trap density of an annealed sample, which would be < 10 - 5 W - 1 [17].
The 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implanted samples support this observation, as the concentrations in the
surface layer are also higher than that of an annealed sample. However, in neither
of the implantation series the exact magnitude of trap mutation can be determined
because the layer with high He concentration is thinner than the depth resolution
of the ERDA in this case. For the He detected deeper in the 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} high �uence
sample, the concentration is too low to determine whether it is retained in traps
belonging to the residual trap level of the sample or whether it is already in traps
produced by trap mutation.
In order to facilitate the discussion of the behavior of the total retention, with

respect to energy and incident �uence, the He content as measured by TPD, ERDA
or NRA has been plotted versus the incident �uence in �gure 4.16.
Both the total He retention as well as the maximum He concentration are higher

for the 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} than for the 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implantation. Even after taking into account the
di�erence in incident �uence and the re�ection coe�cient, a factor of 12 for the low
and 25 for the high �uence in the ratio between the retention of the 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} to the
100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implantation remains. There are two arguments to explain the lower retention
for the 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} case. First, the implantation region is much narrower. Therefore,
because the implantation �uxes for both energies are approximately the same, the
initial He solute concentration is higher than for the 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implantation. This leads to
a higher He concentration gradient (\nabla NHe), which in turn means that the transport
rate of He to the surface is higher. Second, the 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} ions generate vacancies, i.e.,
potential trapping sites during implantation. He is, therefore, more likely to get
trapped and, thereby, prevented from di�using back to the surface. The increase of
the di�erence between above and below damage threshold implantations in retention
with �uence is in part attributed to the ion damage. It is known to create a nonlinear
increase in retention [6].
The maximum concentration of the 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} energy and 1.9\times 1021 He

\mathrm{m}2 implantation
is 29 at.% vs. 2 at.% for the �uence that is by a factor of 10 lower. Firstly, this also
supports the case made for retention increasing nonlinearly. Secondly, such a high
concentration in a zone reaching from the surface 60 \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m} into the sample has been
found to be an indication for the presence of nanobubbles [68]. The sample is close to
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Figure 4.16:Helium Retention Plot. The absolute number of He measured during
TPD is converted to He

m2 by dividing it by the implanted sample area. The upper
limit values are obtained by using tabulated re�ection coe�cient values [59].

blistering. This observation �ts with the discovery of blisters visible to the naked eye
on the sample implanted up to a �uence of 2.5\times 1021 He

\mathrm{m}2 under otherwise nominally
identical conditions and the blistering threshold known from the literature [57]. If the
blistering regime has been reached, it would follow that the trace di�usion picture
is not valid anymore in the blister containing layers. For the samples implanted
with 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} ions no such distinction can be made, as the surface layer concentration
determined is only a lower limit because of the limited depth resolution of ERDA.
However, there exists a study using the same low-temperature plasma device as
in this work to implant 3He at 200 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} into polycrystalline tungsten samples. The
retained amount of He was determined by deuterium NRA. It was found that for
sub damage threshold implantations there is a �uence above which the He content
saturates [69]. The lower limit for this to occur is < 2.4+2.3

 - 1.1\times 1020 He
\mathrm{m}2 . Therefore it is
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Figure 4.17: The comparison between a simulated (blue) and measured desorption
spectra (red) is shown. The simulated spectrum is the 1 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implantation taken
from �gure 4.3 while the measured one is the spectrum labeled 2.3 \mathrm{K}

\mathrm{s} in �gure 4.10a.
The simulated spectrum is scaled up by a factor of 102.

most likely that the sample implanted with a �uence of 6.5\pm 1.3\times 1020 He
\mathrm{m}2 of 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}

He is also in this saturated regime.

4.6 Comparison of Measurement and Simulation

Returning to simulations discussed in section 4.1, which were performed before any
measurement had been made, con�rms that they were, as predicted, only qualitative.
In �gure 4.17 a simulated spectrum is compared with a measured one. The amount
of He retained di�ers by about a factor of two. This is mostly accounted for by
the di�erence in incident �uence. The relative retention is very similar although
the implantation energy was by a factor of 130 larger for the simulated sample.
However, TESSIM-X does not take into account displacement damage generation
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4.6 Comparison of Measurement and Simulation

during implantation. Therefore, a simulation of a 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implantation has resulted
in a retention one order of magnitude below the measured value. This con�rms that
the TESSIM-X results, with the here used parameters, can for the time being only
be considered as a qualitative assessment. For the peak positions the situation is
similar. TESSIM-X gives only qualitatively correct results. The low-temperature
peak is not reproduced at all.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Outlook

This work has shown that the dynamics of He in W present a topic that is both of
purely scienti�c interest, as the dynamics of self-trapping and trap mutation are not
fully understood yet, and at the same time of interest to the engineers designing a
future nuclear fusion reactor.
A new setup for He TPD has been commissioned. It uses an electron beam heater

to reach a maximum temperature of 3000\mathrm{K}. It has been shown that an open loop
control system produces approximately linear temperature ramps in the 1\mathrm{K}

\mathrm{s} to 2.3\mathrm{K}
\mathrm{s}

range. Mass spectrometry measurements have shown that the setup has an ac-
ceptable background in the 4 amu

q channel for temperatures up to 2400\mathrm{K}. It was
demonstrated by reference measurements with ERDA that the setup is capable of
desorbing all He for implantation energies up to 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}. It was discovered that due to
the high temperature achieved, the setup in its current form has to undergo main-
tenance on a regular basis. Otherwise a metallic coating builds up on the insulator
ceramics that leads to a breakdown of the accelerating potential.
ERDA measurements performed complementary to TPD clearly showed the high

mobility of He in W. Furthermore it became clear that He di�usion in W is not
described by a di�usion front with a maximum concentration limited by the trap
concentration. Instead, He distributions that increased in height and width with in-
cident �uence and centered in their respective implantation zones were found. Also
it was found that ERDA measurements had to be multiplied by a correction factor
obtained by NRA. Only then did they match the TPD results. The deviation was
attributed to the scattering cross section used. This cross section is based on the
�tting of a scattering model to empirical data gathered at di�erent angles. For more
accurate data analysis it would be therefore advisable to obtain an experimentally de-
termined cross section for the speci�c angle needed. Another path for more accurate
ion beam characterization would be to use NRA instead. Here the 4He(14N,p0)17O
reaction, which has a set of resonances, could be used [70]. Furthermore 3He can
be implanted instead of 4He, as its concentration can be very accurately measured
by deuterium NRA. This, however, can only be an option to answer very speci�c
questions which cannot be answered by TPD, ERDA or nitrogen NRA, as 3He is
scarce and expensive.
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The TPD measurements of 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implanted samples yield a very broad desorp-
tion band. This con�rmed computational studies suggesting a combination of self-
trapping and trap mutation to be occurring. Further, the low-temperature peak that
was believed to belong to a surface related site was shown to contain at least one
subpeak that is di�usion-limited, i.e., originates from the bulk. More than 85% of
the measured He was seen to desorb from the low and mid temperature peak regions.
The remainder was seen to come from a high temperature region above 2000\mathrm{K}. This
high temperature region is not measured by most He TPD studies in the literature,
whose absolute He content values are therefore too low. As the high temperature
peak appears close to the temperature where the background, due to deuterium mo-
lecules, increases exponentially, the measurement of samples implanted with \mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}
He ions was postponed until the onset of the background has been pushed to higher
temperatures by technical improvements to the setup. This decision was made as
\mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} implanted He must di�use \approx 1 µ\mathrm{m} before it reaches the surface, while at 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}
the distance is only \approx 21 \mathrm{n}\mathrm{m}.
Instead of reducing the background by technical means, another possible path is

to circumvent its e�ect. This could be achieved by using a high resolution QMS,
that can distinguish between 4He (m = 4.003amu ) and D2 (m = 4.028amu). Such
a device is presently under procurement.
In future measurement campaigns the use of lower implantation �uences in combin-

ation with slower ramp rates should give the possibility to resolve desorption peaks
representing speci�c detrapping energies. If this will not be achieved by adjusted
experimental settings, another possible path to obtain speci�c values of detrapping
energies and attempt frequencies will be the computational deconvolution of over-
lapping peaks measured in this work.
In summary, the results obtained using the new system are promising. They have

shown how the setup can be further improved, while, despite the low number of
measurements made, already providing an overview of the dynamics of the physical
system, con�rming some theoretical predictions.
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Appendix A

Calculations

A.1 Relation for the Power Output of an Electron Beam

Heater

In this section a derivation of the relation between heating �lament current and
sample temperature of the electron beam heater is given.

Equations

Radiative energy transport from surface 1 to 2:

\Phi 1\rightarrow 2 = \epsilon 1 \epsilon 2 \sigma 
\bigl( 
T 4
1  - T 4

2

\bigr) \biggl[ 
\mathrm{W}

\mathrm{m}2

\biggr] 
(A.1)

\sigma : Stefan-Boltzmann constant; \epsilon 1, \epsilon 2: emissivity of surface 1 and 2
Joule Heating:

P = I2R [\mathrm{W}] (A.2)

I: current through the wire [\mathrm{A}], R: resistance of the wire [\Omega ]
Richardson-Dushman equation [71] (Thermionic electron current):

i = C0T
2\mathrm{e} - 

\phi 
kT

\biggl[ 
\mathrm{A}

\mathrm{c}\mathrm{m}2

\biggr] 
(A.3)

C0: Richardson constant, \phi : work function of the metal, k: Boltzmann constant
Approximation of the electrical resistance of a metal due to thermal phonons, valid

at high temperatures [72]:

\rho L \propto T

M\theta 2R
(A.4)

M: atomic mass, \theta R: resistive characteristic temperature
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Analysis of the System

The sample temperature in any equilibrium state is given by:

Pin = Pout (A.5)

Neglecting any heating by photons from the �lament, the only remaining en-
ergy source are electrons transferring their kinetic energy onto the sample. If
bremsstrahlung as loss channel is neglected, it can be assumed that all kinetic elec-
tron energy is transferred to the sample:

Pin = UacIe - (A.6a)

where Uac is held constant by the power supply.
Secondly, the loss term can be assumed to be radiative only; therefore, equation A.1

holds.
Pout = As\epsilon s\epsilon back\sigma T

4
s (A.6b)

As: sample surface area, \epsilon s: emissivity of the sample; \epsilon back: emissivity of the vessel
walls, Ts: sample temperature
Here it was assumed that Ts \gg Tbackground.
Inserting equation A.6a and A.6b in equation A.5 and rearranging gives:

T 4
s =

Uac

As\epsilon s\epsilon back\sigma 
Ie - (A.7)

Uac is held constant by the power supply of the electron beam heater, while As also
is a known constant quantity and \epsilon s and \epsilon back, while in practice dependent on Ts,
vary so little that they can be assumed to be constant and tabulated values can
be used, therefore the only remaining unknown is Ie - . It can be calculated from
equation A.3:

Ie - = AfilC0T
2
fil\mathrm{e}

 - 
\phi fil
kTfil (A.8)

Tfil: temperature of the �lament, Afil: surface area of the �lament.
Therefore, the �lament temperature needs to be calculated. This is done in the

same manner as the sample temperature, the only di�erence being that the power
source here is not an electron beam, but instead joule heating (equation A.2).

Pin(joule) = Pout(radiative) (A.9)

I2filRfil = Afil\epsilon fil\epsilon back\sigma T
4
fil (A.10a)
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Ifil: current through the electron providing �lament, Rfil resistance of the �lament,
\epsilon fil: emissivity of the �lament, Tfil: temperature of the �lament.
Rearranging:

T 4
fil =

I2filRfil

Afil\epsilon fil\epsilon back\sigma 
(A.10b)

Since Rfil is dependent on Tfil, it is approximated here by equation A.4.

T 4
fil \propto 

I2filTfil

Afil\epsilon fil\sigma 
(A.10c)

Tfil \propto 

\Biggl( 
I2fil

Afil\epsilon fil\sigma 

\Biggr) 1
3

(A.10d)

Inserting equation A.10d in equation A.8 and then into equation A.7 gives the �nal
relation:

Ts \propto 

\left(  UacA
1
3
filC0

As\epsilon s \epsilon 
2
3
fil\sigma 

5
3

\right)  
1
4

I
1
3
fil\mathrm{e}

 - 
\phi fil

4k

(Afil\epsilon fil\sigma )
1
3

I
2
3
fil

(A.11a)

After reducing constants and �xed parameters:

Ts \propto C1I
1
3
fil\mathrm{e}

 - C2

I
2
3
fil (A.11b)

List of Assumptions

There is no radiative heating of the sample.
The kinetic energy of the electrons is fully transferred to the sample.
The sample only uses energy via radiative transport.
The emissivities are temperature independent.

A.2 Pyrometer Reference Measurement

In order to con�rm that the pyrometer measurement was accurate, a reference meas-
urement was conducted by G. Holzner. A type C thermocouple was laser welded to
a 15\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} diameter and 48\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m} long tungsten cylinder. It was placed in a glass tube
under vacuum. Then the cylinder was heated with a radio frequency induction fur-
nace. The heating was controlled by a feedback loop with the type C thermocouple
as input. A number of heat-hold-cooldown cycles was conducted. The pyrometer has
a viewing angle perpendicular to the surface. The results, shown in �gure A.1 be-
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low, show excellent agreement between both measurements during the heating ramp.
When set to hold a temperature of 2373\mathrm{K}, the measurements deviate by up to 80\mathrm{K}.
During this hold time the temperature measured by the pyrometer slightly decreases
together with the nominal power input. The deviation is, therefore, attributed to a
change of the type C thermocouple.
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Figure A.1: The time evolution of nominal heating power and temperature as meas-
ured by pyrometer (red), thermocouple (green). The pyrometer settings were:
\epsilon = 0.33 and a transmittance of UHV window of 0.92.
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A.3 Depth Resolution of ERDA

A.3 Depth Resolution of ERDA

The depth resolution of ERDA for the conditions of the setup used in this work
is discussed in [9]. However, since this paper was published the physics model of
SimNRA, the program used for the depth resolution calculation, has been improved.
Therefore, �gure 4 from the paper was recalculated with the most-up-to-date version
of SimNRA, i.e., version 7.0.
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Figure A.2: Depth Resolution for the detection of 1H, 2H and 4He in W with ERDA
using 15\mathrm{M}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} O5+ at 30\circ recoil angle calculated with SimNRA 7.0.

While qualitatively there has been no change in calculated depth resolution, quant-
itatively it increased by approximately 25% near the surface and decreased by ap-
proximately the same amount for the remainder of the implantation depth.
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A.4 Evaporation Rates

The temperatures reached in the setup are so high, that even the evaporation rates
(\Phi ) of refractory metals such as Mo and W become relevant. Their evaporation
rates are given in the �gure below. The values are calculated from vapor pressure
(p) values by equation:

\Phi =
p\surd 

2 \pi M R T
(A.12)

Where M is the molar mass, R the universal gas constant and T the temperature.
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Figure A.3: The evaporation rates of selected materials with respect to temperature.
Values for Mo,W,Ta obtained from [73] and Al2O3 from [74, 75] for the solid and
[76] for the liquid phase
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b
les

Sample
number

Implantation
device

Implantation energy and
corresponding range [58]

Incident
�uence\bigl[ 
He \mathrm{m} - 2

\bigr] Implantation
�ux\bigl[ 
He \mathrm{m} - 2\mathrm{s} - 1

\bigr] ERDA TPD ramp
speed\bigl[ 
\mathrm{K} \mathrm{s} - 1

\bigr] 
C0156 SIESTA 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 136Å 1.86\times 1021 2.1\times 1018 - 2.3

C0158 SIESTA 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 136Å 1.85\times 1021 1.9\times 1018 Y 1.0

C0165 SIESTA 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 136Å 1.87\times 1021 2.1\times 1018 Y -

C0166 PlaQ 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 7Å 6.5\times 1020 6.5\times 1017 Y -

C0168 PlaQ 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 7Å 6.5\times 1019 6.5\times 1017 Y -

C0169 SIESTA 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 136Å 2.53\times 1021 2.0\times 1018 - 1.0

C0170 SIESTA 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 136Å 1.85\times 1021 1.9\times 1018 - 1.0

Table B.1: Sample implantation conditions
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Sample
number

Implantation
device

Implantation energy and corres-
ponding range [58]

Incident �uence\bigl[ 
He \mathrm{m} - 2

\bigr] Implantation �ux\bigl[ 
He \mathrm{m} - 2 \mathrm{s} - 1

\bigr] 
C0152 tandem 300 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 4998Å 7.7\times 1020 1.4\times 1015

C0153 tandem 300 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 4998Å 7.7\times 1020 1.4\times 1015

C0154 tandem 500 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 7591Å 7.7\times 1020 3\times 1015

C0155 tandem 800 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 1.13\times 104Å 7.7\times 1020 4.2\times 1015

C0157 tandem 800 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 1.13\times 104Å 7.7\times 1019 4.2\times 1015

C0159 PlaQ 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 7Å 6.5\times 1020 6.5\times 1017

C0160 tandem 800 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 1.13\times 104Å 7.7\times 1018 4.2\times 1015

C0162 SIESTA 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 136Å 1.86\times 1020 2.1\times 1018

C0163 SIESTA 6 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 136Å 1.86\times 1021 1.9\times 1018

C0164 PlaQ 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 7Å 6.5\times 1019 6.5\times 1017

C0167 PlaQ 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 7Å 6.5\times 1020 6.5\times 1017

C0171 PlaQ 100 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} - 7Å 6.5\times 1019 6.5\times 1017

Table B.2: Sample implantation conditions for samples not measured
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A
p
p
en
d
ix

B
T
a
b
les

Name Name in Code value units source ref. comment

Implantation range of ion rangeA - m SRIM

2008.04
[58] Implantation energy

dependent
Straggling of ions straggleA - m

Fraction of re�ected ions re�A - - Tabulated

Data

[59]

Layer thickness layerthick 1, 0.3, 1,

100

µ\mathrm{m} - -

Discretization of layers layerdx 10, 10,

10, 10000

\mathrm{n}\mathrm{m} - -

Activation Energy �lllevelEnergies 5.0, 3.1,

3.0, 2.9,

3.0, 2.6,

2.3

\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} DFT [22]

�g.6

Energy necessary for the es-

cape of one He from trap �lled

with n He.

Attempt Frequency �lllevelFreq 2\times 1013

s - 1
MD [22] Assumed to be the

same for all trap levels.

2\times 1015 [18]

p.48
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Trap density trap level 3\times 10 - 4,

3\times 10 - 3,

1\times 10 - 5,

1\times 10 - 5

trap
W SRIM cal-

culation

& meas-

urement

[58] Deduced from a combina-

tion of SRIM calculations and

a measured depth pro�le of

an 800 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V} 3He implanted

sample. The depth pro�le

was measured by D-NRA and

deconvoluted in NRADC.

Migration Energy EDi� 0.12 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}
ab initio

[60]

�g.7

Values from 0.01 to 0.25 \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}

can be found in the literature.

Di�usion Coe�cient D0 2.5\times 10 - 8 \mathrm{m}2

\mathrm{s}

Flux �uxA - He
\mathrm{m}2 \mathrm{s}

- - Particle �ux - depends on the

implantation device and its

settings.

Table B.3: TESSIM-X input parameters
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